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About Semphonic 
Semphonic is the world’s largest independent Web analytics consultancy, with headquarters in 
San Francisco and offices in Boston, New York, Washington, DC and Portland, OR.  Founded in 
1997, the company has helped leading corporations, government agencies and non-profits 
achieve measurable improvement in the performance of their web channel.  Clients include 
American Express, Charles Schwab, National Cancer Institute, Nokia, Genentech and Charles 
Schwab.  Semphonic is also the driving force behind the premier Web analytics conference, X 
Change. 
 
Semphonic's team has expert capabilities in web analytics, marketing, and data integration, as 
well as years of hands-on experience with Omniture, Unica, WebTrends, Google Analytics, 
Yahoo! Web Analytics and Coremetrics. To find out more about our management team, visit: 
http://www.semphonic.com/AB/ABTeam.aspx 
 
Web: www.semphonic.com 
Phone: 888- 517-2171 
Twitter: @semphonic 
Blog: blog.semphonic.com 

http://www.semphonic.com/AB/ABTeam.aspx�
http://www.semphonic.com/�
http://twitter.com/semphonic�
http://blog.semphonic.com/�
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Getting Started with Omniture: A Practical Implementation Guide 
Omniture is the leader in on-demand enterprise Web analytics. They provide a rich, powerful 
and extremely flexible suite of Web measurement and optimization tools. However, all that 
power does come with a price. Getting started with Omniture – measurement design, 
implementation, QA and debugging, and reporting strategies – can be challenging.  
 
Semphonic has written this guide to help the entire Web measurement team – from managers 
to measurement professionals to technical implementers. The information and 
recommendations contained here are based on our real-world experience building and 
supporting Omniture implementations across a broad spectrum of sites – from the very large to 
the fairly modest.  
 
Our goal is to help you through the process by exploring and giving some practical advice about 
the many stages of an Omniture implementation: implementation management, data 
collection, reporting, and quality assurance.  

How to Use this Guide 
This guide is organized to provide basic and advanced Omniture licensees with a foundation for 
implementing SiteCatalyst in-house or managing consultant implementation. Even in 
circumstances where you hire consultants, your success is directly tied to being an educated 
consumer.  
 
Let’s look at the Guide’s structure: 
 
Implementation Management summarizes the implementation project lifecycle. It 
encompasses the tasks you need to perform prior to license purchase, such as the development 
of metrics requirements; the tasks required to plan the implementation design and the 
activities you need to perform to properly test the implementation.  
 
Project Plan walks you through the page tag implementation process from start to finish and 
notes task dependencies, resource requirements based on role, as well as call outs on where to 
find out detailed information within the guide. 
 
Data Collection reviews the basics of page tagging technology. 
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Getting Started with the Tag Implementation is a brief explanation on how to download the 
SiteCatalyst file with your account’s default values. 
 
Implementation Checklist summarizes the SiteCatalyst tag variables. 
 
Page Tag Strategy is the heart of the guide. Here you’ll find an overview describing each 
variable, a description of deployment strategies to consider, stakeholders to involve with 
decision making and Semphonic’s recommendations.  
 
Omniture-Administered Items are items you must discuss with Omniture to have them enabled 
for your implementation. 
 
Getting Setup for Reporting: Reporting Functionality provides you with descriptions of the 
reporting options available within SiteCatalyst. This information will help you decide how best 
to present data to stakeholders, as well as what tools are best for deeper analytics. 
 
Quality Assurance goes through a 20 point check list on how to ensure that you’re 
implementation is complete and operational. 
 
Glossary has more than 40 terms that you’ll need to learn to fully understand SiteCatalyst. 
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Implementation Management 
Although the focus of a Web analytics implementation is how to place page tags in order to 
collect data, in truth, the page tag placement is only part of a process that encompasses 
requirements development, report design and quality assurance testing.  
 
Managing the implementation is certainly important to ensure that data is collected properly. 
There is additional significance in the initial implementation because this may be the first 
opportunity to demonstrate management of the Web analytics initiative and it may serve as the 
model for managing how Web analytics is conducted going forward.  

If your organization has a well-defined process for Web application development, you may be 
able to use this methodology as a model for Web analytics implementation. In this case, you’ll 
need to work with your support teams to integrate Web analytics’ data collection into their 
process. Be aware that even in mature Web development organizations, Web developers, 
designers and marketers frequently do not include analytics folks in their development cycles, 
nor understand the importance of Web analytics. This causes Web applications, content and 
promotions to be developed without proper preparation for data collection. The result: data 
doesn’t get collected or doesn’t get collected properly and/or you need to re-work and re-test, 
leading to production delays. 

The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) makes for a good template upon which to base a 
Web analytics implementation. There are five basic steps to the process and they map quite 
well to Web analytics:  
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In sum, an effective Web analytics implementation is based on developing requirements for 
reports, KPIs and metrics, and their presentation format, mapping them to the correct site 
elements, tagging those elements, and testing that the tagging is done. This process follows a 
logical path that begins with the articulation of organizational business objectives and strategy, 
and drills down to tactical implementation. These steps are described in the document below, 
and are laid out in the Implementation Worksheet (Excel) that came with the guide. You may 
use the Worksheet for your own metrics development. 
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Task #1 – Requirements: Define business goals and website objectives 

Following the path from business objectives to Web metrics requirements may be clear for 
some companies. For example, one company we’ve worked with had a website whose sole 
purpose was to sell one DVD. The site consisted of two pages, the home page introducing the 
DVD, and another page which linked you to Amazon where you could buy it. The goals, 
objectives and metrics were clear: make money, sell DVDs, track conversions from the home 
page to Amazon.  

Taken at a high level, all websites exist to make money or save money. But how these goals are 
implemented on the website differ. For a customer service website, it might be visitor retention 
and return frequency, coupled with low-path lengths to popular site applications that tell you 
whether site objectives are accomplished and helping fulfill organization goal. A Web publisher 
might be concerned with page view consumption (PV per Visit), or drives to sponsored or 
advertiser-heavy pages. The website of a company selling jet airplanes might be solely geared 
toward getting customer phone calls or time on site. A site which displays eight Google AdSense 
ads on every page might be solely meant to drive people to Google ads. There are even purely 
informational sites, like universities or government, whose sole purpose is to help people to 
find the information they need. See Figure 1 for an example of the relationship between 
business goals and website objectives. 

Business Goal Website Objective 

Increase net 
income by 10 
percent over 
previous year 

Reduce volume of 
calls by 10 percent, 
and increase email 
volume by 10 
percent. This will 
save $X per year.  

Figure 1. Business goals and website objectives. 

Task #2 – Requirements: Develop Web metrics 

Web analytics data collection based on tag implementation presents a challenge for the simple 
reason that if the tags are not set, data is not collected. If data isn’t collected, reports can’t be 
generated.  
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When discussing requirements with stakeholders, it is critical to speak in terms of results, 
instead of reports. Don’t ask people, “What reports do you want?” They’ll give you a list of 
hundreds of reports. Get them to think of metrics that address the meeting of objectives 
associated with cost savings, income production, organization mission, and usability. It is 
important to put the data that’s collected by your Web analytics tool in context with the 
website goals and objectives that have been defined. 

A key element of defining metrics is identifying a “success event.” This is a priority task that can 
be linked to a site objective. For example, purchasing an item, filling out a form, completing an 
application, reading targeted content, downloading a file and navigating to a specific goal 
qualify as “success events.” 

For this reason, it is important to discuss with shareholders metrics requirements that may go 
beyond current needs. This requires some vision and a sense of balance, but you want to 
anticipate scenarios like the following:  

Your website has an internal search function. Perhaps none of your managers are 
interested in seeing a weekly report on the top ten search terms. But one day, senior 
management might send you an email and want to know what people are looking for, 
because they’re launching a major site redesign. 

Developing meaningful metrics is perhaps the most important aspect of the implementation 
process because it guides the project. It takes a good knowledge of analytics and website 
strategy. If your organization does not have the resources to accomplish this task, consider 
teaming with a consultant who can guide you through the process. See Figure 2 for an example 
of Web metrics requirements. 

Metrics Report Presentation 
and Delivery 

Cost per call x Emails sent 
instead of calls made = 
Money saved 

1) Excel                       
2)Email delivery 

Figure 2. Web metrics requirements  
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Task #3 – Design: Plan the site page tagging based on the metrics 

The next step in the planning process is to map the metrics to the website functions that will 
require tagging. Once that is accomplished, you need to determine the correct tags for 
capturing the data. This means thinking about things like report suites, ecommerce inclusion, 
and other kinds of roll-ups (global/divisional/regional/etc.) 

The deliverable for this phase, the functional specification, documents the metrics and indicates 
what functions need to be tracked (and data collected) in order to develop the metric. The 
functional specification is a critical document because it will communicate to both vendors and 
your development team your data collection requirements. It also clearly lays out to 
stakeholders what they require, and provides an opportunity for all parties to review and 
comment. Functional specifications document are illustrated in Figure 3. 

Required Data 
Elements 
Description 

Required Data 
Element 

Emails - 
Confirmation Page   
Calls - Call Center 
Logs 

/service/E-
mail.html  

Call Cost - $5/call   

Figure 3. Page tagging functional specifications  

To this point, the definition of goals, objectives, and metrics is in the interests of organization 
stakeholders who will be using analytics to make strategic and tactical decisions. This typically 
involves those on the “business” side of the organization, such as C-level management, and 
managers in marketing, finance, operations, as well as subject matter experts who create and 
are responsible for the website, such as content developers, user experience and Web 
designers, information architects and others on the Web team. 

The rest of the design process is now in the hands of the implementation team, who could be 
resources provided by the vendor, your in-house support team, a Web analytics consultant or a 
combined team. 

At this point, it is critical for the project manager to facilitate the hand off of the Web metrics 
requirements between the business stakeholders and the technical implementation team. This 
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is often where process begins to break down. Therefore, it is imperative to review the 
requirements with both groups to ensure understanding.  

Task #4 – Design: Determine construction and placement of the tags 

Based on their knowledge of the analytics tool and understanding of the metrics requirements, 
the implementation team will determine how to best tag the site. This may involve using the 
“out of the box” basic tag or it may also include the use of custom variables. A custom variable 
is any feature or aspect of your website that you want to measure. This is not like saying, “I 
want to measure these pages.” Pages are a standard pre-existing variable. Rather, custom 
variables are features like internal search terms, home page modules, sponsorship, offers, 
different merchandizing techniques or applications, “flavors” of your website pages (like 
language or personalization), navigation-bar usage, drop-down menus, visitor and event date 
stamps, survey response information and even customer information. They may also include 
product classifications, like product category, cost of shipping, COGS, shipping address or size 
and weight. Any online campaigns should be classified according to reporting or analytical 
needs – campaign type, creative elements, source or channel, cost). See Figure 4 for an 
example of how to extend the functional specifications into a page tag design document. 

Required Data 
Elements Description 

Required 
Data 
Element 

Required Tag 

1)Emails - 
Confirmation Page 
2)Calls - Call Center 
Logs                                
3) Call Cost - $5/call 

/service/E-
mail.html  

Global tag 
 

Figure 4. Page tag design  

Task #5 – Design: Determine report filters to apply for obtaining reports 

Developing the reports often requires the application of a filter from the analytics tool user 
interface reporting console. Additionally, presentation of the report as required should also be 
considered, especially if there is an expectation that reports will be distributed on an 
automated and scheduled basis.  

Successfully completing Tasks 4 and 5 will provide the Implementation Design deliverable. It is 
not a difficult process, but it does require a full analysis of the metrics requirements and it does 
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take time. Do not short-cut the Requirements and Design steps. When completed, they will 
ensure a faster and more accurate implementation. Think of it as if you are building a house. 
You need a clear blueprint and engineering design before you can begin construction. If the 
house is built from a poor plan, you’ll get a poorly constructed house. It’s the same thing with 
Web analytics; the planning ensures a successful implementation. See Figure 5 for an example 
of the Implementation Design document. 

Required Data 
Elements Description 

Required 
Data 
Element 

Required Tag Report 

1)Emails - 
Confirmation Page  
2)Calls - Call Center 
Logs                                
3) Call Cost - $5/call 

/service/E-
mail.html  

Global tag 
 

Page view 
report/filter on 
email.html 
 

Figure 5. Completed implementation design document. 

Task #6 – Development: Implement a tagging strategy based on website structure 

Tagging can be implemented through a content management system (CMS), style sheets or by 
hand. In certain cases, all three will be used. Refer to the sections on Data Collection and Page 
Tag Strategy for specific information about tags, their characteristics and how to use them with 
the site data elements. 

Task #7 – Testing: Conduct testing of tags in development and testing environments 

Checking placement and syntax of tags is critical prior to moving into a production 
environment. At the same time because it is the report output of the Web analytics tool that 
provides its business value, it also makes sense to conduct User Acceptance Testing (UAT) 
among your stakeholders.  

UAT encompasses the stakeholders reviewing the reports in context with their requirements. 
This is critical to the initiative because it will force stakeholders to critically examine what 
reports will look like, and provide you with an understanding of issues they have with 
understanding the reports and their presentation. It is also possible that after seeing these 
reports, stakeholders may have second thoughts about what they thought they required. In this 
case, you can institute a change control process in which you evaluate their changes and 
determine how and when the changes can be made. 
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Tagging the data completely and correctly is mandatory, but this does not constitute the entire 
implementation. The ultimate test of implementation success is in producing the reports 
required to develop the required metrics. Don’t skip this step. Refer to the section on Quality 
Assurance for guidance on how to conduct testing. 

Task #8 – Launch: Release site with page tags into production 

It would be great if page tag implementation was a “set it and forget it” affair.  

It’s not. In fact there can be more work after an implementation than before. New vendor 
releases, changes to the website and changes in requirements all contribute to an ongoing 
process of tag maintenance and testing. Spend time determining the process to manage 
maintenance, as well as the resources you need to provide this level of support. Going back to 
our house analogy, if you’ve got a beautiful house with a leaky roof that doesn’t get fixed, you’ll 
end up with a ruined house. If you don’t maintain your Web analytics solution after 
implementation, you’ll face the same fate. 
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Project Plan 
Implementing SiteCatalyst is much like any other software project and should be managed as 
such. We’ve laid out the necessary tasks that enable the implementation. These steps are 
described in the document below, and are laid out in the Project Plan Worksheet (Excel) that 
came with the guide. You may use the Worksheet for your own implementation project 
planning. 
 
Here’s a brief explanation of how we’ve put this together. 
 
Task # defines the major tasks and sub tasks. 
 
Task Name describes the major and sub tasks. The major task names map to specific sections in 
the guide that have the same name. 
 
Predecessor Tasks are tasks that must be completed prior to the task you are viewing. 
 
Resources are broken out in the plan as follows: 

• Implementation Manager – the project manager 
• Tag Implementer – the resource responsible for tagging or leading the tagging team, 

typically a developer 
• IT – Information Technology resources not associated with the project directly, but 

needed for implementation support. 
• Business/Marketing – stakeholders whom will have requirements that impact report 

generation and data collection. These may be marketers, content managers and senior 
level managers with P&L responsibility for the Web channel. 

• Buyer – contract/procurement specialist who is negotiating contract with Omniture 
 
Note that these resources are roles that more than one person may have. 
 
Guide Reference Page notes the page with the complete description and recommendations 
associated with the task. 
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1.00 Preparation           

1.01 Metrics Requirements Development      Business / Marketing  9 

1.02 Metric Requirements Handoff 1.01    Business / Marketing  11 

1.03 
Page Tag Functional Specifications 
Development 1.02 

  
   12 

1.04 
Page Tag Functional Specifications 
Review 1.03   Business / Marketing  12 

              

2.00 Implementation Design           

2.01 Contract Review      Procurement Manager   

2.02 Tagging Strategy Development 1.04      13 

2.03 Tagging Strategy Review 2.02 
  Quality Assurance 

Team  13 
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3.00 Page Tag Implementation 2.03   
 

    

3.01 Download default tag         21 

3.02 Set up accounts - s_account; s_gi()         23 

3.03 Deploy "global" tag 3.01       25 

3.03 Flash       
Omniture (if 
ActionSource used)  26 

  Determine Flash tagging strategy         

  Deploy tags into Flash applications          

3.05 Identify page names       Business / Marketing  29 

  Deploy "page name" variable     

 

 IT    

3.06 Create content groups 3.02        31 

  Define Hierarchies - s.hier variable       IT   31 

  Define Site Sections - s.channel       IT  33 

3.07 Capturing Ecommerce Data 3.02      34 

  ID and prioritize cart events      Business / Marketing   

  ID and prioritize product categories      Business / Marketing   

  Implement eCommerce tags           

3.08 Custom variables 3.02      37 
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Determine strategy for custom variable 
coding - where will they go and how will 
data be passed to variable.   

   Business/Marketing, 
Omniture   

  Deploy code     

 

     

3.09 Implementing Campaign Tracking   

 
  

Business/Marketing, 
Omniture (will deploy 
the variable)  41 

  

Identify the s.campaign variable; what 
parameter is OMTR looking for to know 
it’s a campaign   

  

 Business/Marketing   

  Establish campaign naming standards      Business/Marketing   

  Make necessary global changes      

 

     

 

Enable Paid Search Detection for 
applicable report suites 

 

 
   

3.10 Link Coding         43 

  
Identify Link Types (Exit, download, 
internal)          

  
Configure link tracking code for any 
desired custom links     

 

     

3.11 Downloads          46 

  Configure download tracking variable     

 

     
              
4.00 Omniture Administered items  3.00        47 
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Setting up Data Warehouse, Discover, 
Commerce, etc.        Omniture   
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5.00 Reporting Implementation           

  Establish KPIs 1.01 
 

 

 Business/Marketing  9 

  Build templates         55 

  

Establish report admin requirements - 
formatting, distribution, method of 
presentation   

 
     9 

  
Building reports with appropriate SiteCatalyst 
tools         57 

 6.00 Quality Assurance     IT  66 
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Data Collection 
Data collection is considered to be the heart of a Web analytics. If you don’t collect the data 
completely or properly, you won’t be able to generate the reports and metrics your 
organization requires. If data collection is incomplete, the reports that are generated will be 
inaccurate.  
 
For Omniture, the primary element required for data collection is the “page tag.” What does a 
“page tag” do?  

Page Tag Definition 
In SiteCatalyst, when your site’s Web pages load on a visitor’s browser, the information about 
that page must get passed to Omniture. The tag passes information to Omniture so it can be 
stored in their database and be used to generate the reports you’ll use in SiteCatalyst. 

To collect the data from the browser the tag creates one special object, sets values in the object 
and then passes it to Omniture. What values does it set? All of the data that you need to 
populate your Web analytics reports. Each of these values is stored in a separate part of the 
object –called a variable. For example, the pages name is stored in the s.pageName variable. It 
is stored using a simple programmatic construct called an assignment statement. Here’s an 
example of an assignment statement: 
 
s.pageName = “Homepage”; 
 
This assignment statement will ensure that Omniture can identify this page load as the 
“Homepage” and report it as having a view in SiteCatalyst. Thus, s.pageName is the variable, 
while “Homepage” is the value assigned to this variable. 
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Getting Started with the Tag Implementation 
To get started, you’ll download a default tag from Omniture.  
 
Go into your Omniture account and to the Admin Interface. There, you will find “Code 
Manager” in the left navigation. By following the basic prompted steps, the file that you 
download will have all of the Omniture variables set to default values. Your account ID – an 
important SiteCatalyst variable -- will also be set automatically by this procedure.  

Implementation Checklist 
From this point, review each of the items in the checklist, make decisions about what to do and 
then change the default settings in the tag. We recommend implementing tags and testing 
progressively, rather than implementing all the settings at once. This will help you diagnose any 
issues more easily because you’ll be able to isolate them to the new tag settings. A basic tag can 
be created and modified by anyone with basic HTML familiarity. But that doesn’t mean you can 
count on a tag always being quite this simple. Depending on what customization is required, 
some modest JavaScript coding is often required.  
 
The following table provides a summary of the Site Catalyst tags that you’ll need to review. An 
in depth discussion of issues, considerations and dependencies about the tags begins on page 
22.  
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Omniture SiteCatalyst Tags 
 
Item Omniture Variable 
Accounts s_account; s_gi() 
Tag Placement None 
Flash Numerous variables; 

custom JavaScript 
functions. 

Page Name s.pageName 
getPageName 

Hierarchy s.hier 
Channel or Site 
Section 

s.channel 

eCommerce Numerous variables: 
s.product, scView, etc. 

Custom Variables Numerous variables: 
prop, evar, events. 

Campaigns Campaign tracking 
codes; getQueryParam. 

Link Coding LinkTrackVars; 
LinkTrackEvents;  
trackExternalLinks 

Downloads s.trackDownloadLinks 
s.linkDownloadFileTypes 
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 Page Tag Strategy 
We recommend that you review the strategies behind tag placement and modifications prior to 
beginning the implementation. Our recommendations will help you figure out the best course.  
 
Accounts 
In one sense, the coding of s_accounts may seem trivial. When you generate a default tag in 
SiteCatalyst, the tag will have the proper account string set.  

For many implementations, however, Account is quite a bit trickier than this. Often, companies 
choose to report information to multiple report suites. The most common implementation is to 
report data for a single site to a local report suite and also to a “Global” report suite. When you 
want data to be sent to more than one report suite, you have to add the additional Account ID’s 
to the s_account assignment. To do this, you use a comma as a separator. Typically, you list the 
local account first followed by the Global account. You can even have three or more accounts, 
depending on organization needs, such as a local, regional, or global account. 

Strategies 
Tagging for a single site may include a single report suite without a global report suite. But for 
organizations with multiple sites, or with precisely defined customer or site sections, separate 
report suites with a global report suite is usually preferred. The Global report suite allows you 
to see the de-duplicated visitor counts between report suites, as well as cross-selling between 
report suites. Global companies often roll-up report suites at regional levels. On the universal 
tag, you simply define the report suites to which data will be sent, as follows: 

/* SiteCatalyst code version: H.21. 

Copyright 1996-2010 Adobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

More info available at http://www.omniture.com */ 

var s_account=" mysite,mysitesUSA,mysitesglobal"  /* Specify the Report Suite ID(s) to track here */ 

var s=s_gi(s_account) 

Note that there are two kinds of roll-ups in Omniture: the free one, where Omniture simply 
adds up different report suites, and the server-call generated roll-up described above, which 
requires an extra fee because it involves secondary or tertiary server-calls. In the first case, this 
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can be set up in the Admin tool interface (version 13+). If you have multiple sites and don’t 
have reason to think that visitors move between one and the others, or if getting de-duplicated 
visitor or visit metrics is undesirable, then this method is fine.  

The second roll up option de-duplicates visits and visitors across multiple sites. This means that 
they are counted only once. If a visitor goes from mysite.com to myothersite.com, and this 
traffic is interesting from a business perspective, then a global roll-up is required. 

Within the global JavaScript file, it is also possible to code Dynamic Account Selection: If you are 
populating many report suites, the SiteCatalyst account id (corresponding to the report suite) 
can be set dynamically based on the domain-name in the URL. This is especially useful if there 
are going to be multiple development environments. This can also be useful for sites with 
multiple “flavors”, that is, a site which is essentially the same but which might vary slightly 
depending on country, language, region, source, or other differentiators. If each “flavor” has its 
own report suite, the report suite ID can be set dynamically based on page URL, parameter 
strings, or other custom variables. 

Stakeholders 
Measurement group, but possibly also executive-level teams, particularly where divisional or 
global reporting might be required. There may also be intra-company firewalls, where one 
division’s data cannot be seen by another division. These kinds of boundaries have to be taken 
into account when determining report suites and access to them. 

Recommendation 
For most companies, a global report suite is appropriate and analytically useful.  
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Tag Placement 
For the most part, the tag can be placed at the beginning of the body page load or at the end. 
Most sites prefer to place the tag at the end so that it loads after the rest of the page and will 
never effect the page load time from a user perspective. However, studies have shown that this 
can cause some loss of data and difficulties in reconciliation with other sources – particularly on 
Landing Pages. Sites may choose to place the tag at the top of the BODY section on some pages 
and at the bottom of the BODY section on others. 

Strategies 
Placing the tag as the last loading component ensures that the tag will never affect the user 
experience. It also protects against failures in the tag’s JavaScript, causing subsequent failures 
in page configuration.  

On the other hand, there are some reasons to load the tag first. When you place the tag at the 
end of page, you are significantly less likely to measure page requests that are quickly 
terminated. This might happen more often if you do lots of Ad Banners or Search Engine 
Marketing and also if you have a significant dial-up population or heavy (slow-loading) pages. In 
these situations, having the tag at the end will cause significant discrepancies in your tracking 
vis-à-vis sources such as Google AdSense or traditional log-file systems. If you are having 
significant discrepancy issues, one important variable to check is tag placement. 

Most Omniture implementations consist of two pieces on each page: running the Universal 
JavaScript tag and invoking the s.t() or s.tl() method. Both the JavaScript file and the s.t() or 
s.tl() method must be fired from within the body tag. Loading the JavaScript file outside of the 
body tag can have adverse reactions, especially with link tracking using ClickMap, as well as 
automatic download tracking. 

Stakeholders 
IT and Marketing both have a stake in this decision. Ultimately, your IT staff will probably 
decide where the tag is included. But marketing may well be responsible for the conceptual 
question as to whether the tag should load before or after the rest of the page.  
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Recommendation 
Most sites prefer to sacrifice some measurement accuracy for a guarantee of faster page 
loading, which means placing the tag at the end of the body section. However, when your tag is 
reasonably standard (and thus quite light), or if you are running into significant issues with 
source discrepancies, you should certainly experiment with placing the tag at the top of the 
body section. 
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Flash 
Not all site actions can be tracked using the standard tag. Actions that can’t be tracked using a 
standard tag include buttons and tabs that refresh a page changing the contents but not the 
URL, Web 2.0 applications written in Ajax or the equivalent and Flash objects.  
 
Flash objects are the most common enhancement to standard HTML web pages. It is possible to 
measure almost every aspect of Flash interaction with SiteCatalyst. However, to accomplish 
this, each Flash event must be individually coded with the necessary tracking functions. This is 
not particularly difficult but requires some manual effort.  
 
The basic mechanism to measure Flash in SiteCatalyst is to code each Flash Function with an 
Event Handler that makes a call to a JavaScript Function embedded in the SiteCatalyst Global 
Tag. This function will pass the necessary information into designated SiteCatalyst custom 
variables. 
 
If you don’t want to use JavaScript, then ActionSource might be a viable option. ActionSource is 
an Omniture product, and is a non-JavaScript method for tracking Flash from directly within the 
Flash application. However, the JavaScript method is most widely used and will require much 
less work for your Flash development team. 
 
ActionSource, like normal Omniture tracking, has a component that you must load in the 
beginning of the Flash code. It is later referenced to call actions tracking user interactions. You 
can fully embed the ActionSource code in the Flash document. This improves mobility of the 
Flash content across servers, but requires updates when ActionSource code changes. You may 
also use a global reference file that lends itself to easy updating. 
 
 In either case, you will need to make modifications in the Flash document. Note that 
embedding the global reference file will increase the likelihood of future changes and fixes. If 
you choose to use ActionSource, like normal tracking, you will set a number of variables in a 
method that runs when the Flash document is loaded (similar to the JavaScript file), then 
choose to set any number of Omniture props, eVars and events and run the tracking method 
when the desired action takes place, usually in an ‘on(click)’ or other user action method. There 
are multiple tracking methods for page views and link clicks, just like normal tracking. 
 
Strategies 
One of the biggest decisions you need to make when coding Flash is deciding what to track and 
what not to track. If your Flash object is called directly (not embedded in HTML) then you will 
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almost always want to code a Flash Start as a Page View. If the Flash Object is embedded in 
HTML, most developers prefer to let the HTML container Page View stand for the Flash Start. 

For interactions within the Flash, the most common two tracking points are link clicks and Page 
Views. Neither need ever be coded. But if your Flash contains major modules or significant 
interactive components, then tracking these is often very useful. 

Each event in Flash will have to be custom coded to send data to specific Omniture custom 
variables using a JavaScript function embedded in the SiteCatalyst Global Tag. Usually, the 
function simply populates a specified variable with a value and involves a s.tl() image-request 
(tl=track link). Rich Media variables should be set aside from other variables and used 
consistently throughout the Flash tracking. These variables should be set within some kind of 
hierarchical structure, so that one variable might track specific links, while another might track 
Flash “pages”. Since all this data is going into custom variables, you should make sure all 
relevant metrics are enabled for these variables. 
 
Note that even in robust Flash implementations, certain metrics are unreliable in SiteCatalyst. 
Time on Site can be skewed because of the lack of full page loads; referring domain instances 
also tend to be exaggerated.  
 
Stakeholders  
Measurement and IT – IT will likely have to do special coding within the Flash. If your Flash is 
being designed by a third-party, they should be involved early on in the tagging design process. 
This is especially true if you plan to use ActionSource, because in that case all tracking code 
must be done within the flash. If it is difficult to involve that team in an ongoing manner, we 
recommend using global JavaScript functions that you may control internally and make changes 
to without the need to redo the Flash that uses those global methods. 
 
Recommendation 
For tracking Flash, we recommend using JavaScript requests from within the Flash. It is also 
important to allow for extra time in QA before launch because any change to the Flash during 
the QA process requires modification to the entire Flash application, and can affect many 
different areas of performance or functionality. 
 
Also note that all-Flash sites can sometimes encounter an issue with the Referring Domain 
Report. These reports, which return “instances” of the referring domain, often over-count, 
because the code continues to count “instances” of the referring domain until another page-
load is executed. In all-Flash sites which rely on s.tl() calls, this means that the referring domain 
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continues to track “instances” until another page-load. Rely on Data Warehouse or Discover to 
de-duplicate visits if this is encountered. 
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Page Name 
Page naming is a vital part of Web measurement. The page name is a de facto key and is also a 
core element in the user experience. Excessively long page names can be difficult to read and 
understand. Page names that are too short can be cryptic. Page names that don’t break out 
different user experiences can hide significant behavioral patterns.  

Page names have an added importance in Web analytics. Page names must be consistent so 
that when you are viewing global reports that span your whole enterprise, pages on Site A for 
example, follow the same convention as Site B and you are easily able to compare and contrast 
data between different sites. 

No piece of the tag is more important than the page name. Not only is the Page Name 
omnipresent in the SiteCatalyst tool, but it is the unique key which separates pages. That means 
if you inadvertently name two pages identically, SiteCatalyst will simply add them together and 
show them as a single page. This kind of error can be very difficult to detect and may seriously 
compromise your measurement.  

In general, you want your page names to be readable, understandable, as short as possible 
(long names are often truncated in the interface making it impossible to identify pages) and, as 
mentioned, appropriately unique. 

Strategies 
SiteCatalyst provides a variety of strategies for setting the page name. The default page name – 
if you do nothing to the basic JavaScript tag – is the page URL. This strategy, while easy to 
implement, can have these problems: 

1. The same page may be available by different URLs: www.mysite.com/index.html and 
www.mysite.com/ will show up as different pages even though they may both reference 
the homepage.  

2. URLs may be longer than 100 characters, and will therefore be truncated by SiteCatalyst. 

3. Using the URL can make it difficult to see past the host name because some reports only 
show the first 20 characters of the page name. 

http://www.mysite.com/index.html�
http://www.mysite.com/�
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4. URLs may or may not be descriptive: www.mysite.com/articles/15md893jk50af makes it 
impossible to know what this article is about.  

When using the URL as a page name, there are two options which must be set. The first is to 
capture everything after the domain up to the parameter string (that part of the URL following 
the ‘?’). The second option is to capture everything after the domain including the parameter 
string. Each of these options may sometimes work. However, they are very dependent on your 
site architecture and will only work if you adhere consistently to stringent URL naming 
standards.  

If your page URLs use parameters, such as mysite.com/?pageID=1234, then depending on URLs 
won’t work because you will not be able to distinguish between page names in the SiteCatalyst 
reports. The same is true if all your filenames are default.asp or index.htm. You will need to 
specially code the s.pageName variable to populate its values based on these parameters.  

Assuming that your site is too large to simply hand code page names, you have two options to 
consider if filename doesn’t work reasonably well. First, if you have a Content Management 
System, then there is a good chance you can get the CMS to spit out a business page name in 
the HTML in a way that can be picked up by the tag. This is also a common solution for setting 
the hierarchy or channel variable.  

If you don’t have a CMS or it won’t support this capability, then the alternative is to write 
JavaScript code to edit the URL and make it as attractive and correct as possible (by dropping 
unnecessary parameters, changing names, etc.). For example, a common practice is to replace 
the host name (which rarely changes) with a shortened version. For example, replace 
"www.mysite.com/" with "mysite/". If the page-content is determined through URL 
parameters, some sites will use the getPageName plug-in to construct the page name based on 
these parameter values. Small sites can simply custom code each page with a user-friendly page 
name.  

Stakeholders 
Choosing a Page Name strategy will impact almost every part of your measurement effort. 
Some key stakeholders include your measurement team (who will have to use the Page 
Names), your marketing and product managers (ditto), your SEO team, your Design Team (that 
probably controls entry into the CMS) and your IT Staff. 

http://www.mysite.com/articles/15md893jk50af�
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Recommendation 
Well defined page names have the following characteristics: 

1. Maximum length – 100 characters 
2. Every unique page must have a unique Page Name, even if the URL does not change 
3. URL can be easily found using the Page Name 
4. Page name is descriptive. Viewing the page name is sufficient to understand the 

information found on the page.  
5. Page Name can be created in an automated way given URL and page metadata 

 
Since the page name is defined on all pages, the last point about automation is critical. Page 
names should be based first and foremost on the URL, which in general is both descriptive and 
unique, and then supplemented with additional page metadata such as article titles. 
The simplest page naming structure therefore is the site URL appended with the page title 
(article or content title), using a standard delimiter (such as a colon :). 

Page names made up of the URL alone or the URL plus title are very descriptive, but 
unfortunately often exceed the 100 character limit. Therefore, wherever possible, 
abbreviations should be used to shorten the page name.  

In some cases, the abbreviated URL does not exceed 100 characters, but appending the page 
title does. Fortunately, the uniqueness of the page name is contained in the beginning and even 
the first few words of a longer title often contain enough information to get a sense of the 
content. 

In certain cases multiple pages will have the same base URL. This can happen when key 
information is contained in a URL parameter, when actions on the page cause a page refresh 
(e.g. a form submission and confirmation on the same URL) or when a page changes based on 
user state. In these cases, we recommend that URLs must be augmented with additional 
information, such as the Section ID and the Content ID, which can identify pages uniquely.  

For form submissions and high-value pages such as donation funnel pages, we recommend 
manually chosen page names that do not necessarily follow the above structure.  

Hierarchy 
SiteCatalyst has the capability to group pages by a strict content taxonomy, employing the 
s.hier1 – s.hier5 variables. For each hierarchy variable, SiteCatalyst will track up to ten levels for 
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hierarchy reporting but may be configured to track additional levels (up to 98) by contacting 
Omniture.  

Here’s the idea: Suppose you have Product X which has 20 different pages on your site. The 
manager of Product X wants to know how many views, visits and visitors Product X got last 
month. Easy, right? Not really. It’s easy to get the Page View counts for every page that is 
related to Product X. And you can add up those counts to get the total views for the Product. 
But visits and visitors is a different story. A visitor to Product X page 1 may or may not have 
visited Product X page 2 or Product X page 3. If you add up the visit counts for all of the Product 
X pages, you’ll get a number that is vastly greater than the actual number of visits that included 
one or more of the pages. Here’s where Content Groups can help. If all of Product X pages are in 
a single Content Group, then you’ll get the de-duplicated Visit and Visitor count from Content 
Group reporting and it really will be easy. 

So if your Management Reporting will require de-duplicated Visit and Visitor counts by key site 
areas (and it will) – then Content Groups are pretty important. 

By default, Content Groups are often built using the directory structure in the URL. So if you 
have page like this: 

http://semphonic.blogs.com/semangel/2010/02/x-change-web-analytics-conference-2010.html  

Using the URL to generate the hierarchy may result in setting the s.hier1 value as follows:  

s.hier1="blogs|semangel|2010|02" 

If we also wanted to break down a site by an alternative hierarchy (for example, by topic-area, 
by product line, by geography, etc.) we can use the additional hierarchy variables: 

s.hier2="topic|x-change conference" 

 

With this strategy, you can create one hierarchy based on the URL structure, and still have 
hierarchies left over for alternative ways to classify and organize content.  

http://semphonic.blogs.com/semangel/2010/02/x-change-web-analytics-conference-2010.html�
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Strategies 
There are two common alternatives. The first is to use your CMS to generate either a pseudo 
directory structure (so that URL is formatted the way you want) or to embed a hierarchy 
variable in the template that can be assigned to the SiteCatalyst hierarchy variable (s.hier1). 
This solution is probably the best if you run a CMS and can get the organization to do the 
coding. Most CMS systems will already contain a “pseudo” hierarchy – and this value can be 
formatted as a SiteCatalyst hierarchy variable quite easily.  

If you aren’t running a CMS, then about the only strategy available to you is to build a hierarchy 
through programmatic parsing of the URL or Document Title. Basically, your IT staff has to 
produce a very compact and fast bit of code that looks for keys in the either the URL 
parameters or in the Document itself to assign it a hierarchy. Sometimes, this turns out to be 
pretty easy. Other times it’s almost impossible depending on how dynamic the CMS is and at 
what point in the process the HTML is written. The key is how consistent you are with naming 
and URL standards. If it turns out that the job is difficult or impossible, then you can either 
abandon using content groups in SiteCatalyst or begin to standardize your site. 

While the hierarchy reports in SiteCatalyst are useful as a one-stop for de-duplicating visits or 
visitors, it is not possible to run Pathing or Classifications for the hierarchy variable. Thus many 
sites simply place hierarchy data into a custom variable structure, using prop variables. On all-
Flash sites, this would probably be necessary as the s.hier variable is not easily translatable into 
JavaScript embedded in Flash. 

Stakeholders 
Measurement and Marketing are the initial stakeholders in this discussion. However, it is highly 
likely that IT will be involved – either to support an implementation with the CMS, help produce 
a JavaScript program to produce a hierarchy or work to standardize page naming and/or URL 
conventions. 

Recommendation 
If your directory structure is largely correct, then programming the hierarchy along the lines of 
the directory structure is probably the best choice. If you run a CMS, then you should almost 
certainly generate a hierarchy from the CMS (whether by variable or URL is almost irrelevant). 
When neither of these options works, consider the JavaScript program only if it can be done 
with relative ease. Not only will more complex JavaScript programs be vulnerable to site 
changes, but they will almost certainly have an unacceptable impact on page load times. 
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Channel or Site Section 
Like the hierarchy variable, the s.channel variable is used as a roll-up of pages for de-
duplication and reporting purposes. There is no nesting that occurs with the s.channel variable, 
and it is thus somewhat easier to implement than the s.hier variable in which all hierarchy 
levels must be coded on the page according to a strict taxonomy. The s.channel variable, on the 
other hand, only holds one value. The s.channel variable populates the “Site Sections” report in 
SiteCatalyst. 
 
The s.channel variable is critical for very large sites with a large number of pages. It is also 
useful for sites where pages may not be named in a consistent or user-friendly manner (for 
example, where a typical url might be www.mysite.com/page12345). 
 
Strategies 
“Site Sections” can be defined in all sorts of ways, and does not necessarily have to reflect or 
mirror your URL structure. For example, Site Sections can be thought of as topical (“sports”, 
“wellness”). Or they can be geographical (“France”, “New York”), or functional (“router pages”, 
“converter pages”). However you want to characterize your site, make sure that pathing is 
turned on for the s.channel variable. This allows for much more digestible information about 
the full paths taken on your site. 
 
Stakeholders 
Measurement and Marketing will certainly be involved, as well as IT. IT may be populating the 
s.channel variable through a CMS solution. Different branding or marketing teams may have 
very different ideas about how to characterize “site sections”. An important thing to realize is 
that the s.channel variable behaves just like any other prop variable. If one team thinks of the 
site topically, while an IA team thinks of it functionally, the s.channel can be used for one and a 
prop variable for the other. 
 
Recommendation 
Very few sites are so small that some kind of page roll-up is unnecessary. For large sites, such a 
roll-up is critical. We would recommend use of the s.channel variable over the s.hier variable, 
since it is easier to implement and has all the properties and functionalities of any prop 
variable.
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 eCommerce 
Your shopping cart and checkout pages require special tagging in any Web measurement 
solution. In addition to the basic values you pass in the standard tag, the eCommerce tags will 
need to contain information about the products being purchased and visitor making the 
purchase. In SiteCatalyst, your eCommerce options include tagging Cart Actions (like Add or 
Remove), tagging the commencement of the checkout and tagging the purchase. Additional 
pieces of this process can also be customized using one of the available custom events. Of 
these, by far the most important is tagging the actual checkout page (the Thank You.) 

When you tag these pages, you typically pass the basic page information plus the eCommerce 
data. For all of the pages prior to checkout, the type of information you pass is basically limited 
to Product Names, Categories, Prices and Quantities. These variables must be assigned from 
known values inside the cart. This means that your Cart Developer must build the SiteCatalyst 
eCommerce tag. 

On the checkout page, you have many additional information options. You can pass information 
about each line item and about the order. You can pass information about the Shipping (type 
and location), Discounts, Promotions, Campaigns and much more. In fact, you can use any of 
the standard eVars to populate any kind of information at this point that might be of interest to 
you. That’s in addition to a rich set of metrics already assigned for most of the common types of 
information passed (SKU, Product Name, Product Price, Ship Type, Ship Country, Ship City, etc.) 

Strategies 
The first choice is what pages/actions to code: Checkout or Checkout plus Cart or Checkout plus 
Cart plus Confirm. From a measurement perspective, it’s usually a case of the more-the-better. 
But because eCommerce coding requires more involvement of IT or 3rd Party teams, this is 
often an area where perfect measurement is sacrificed for organizational reasons. And the 
truth is that coding Checkout is much more important than any of the other options. 

The second area of choice surrounds what information to pass on the Checkout page. Here, cut-
and-dried answers are harder to achieve. In general, you should pass as much information as 
you can. If a variable slot exists for your data, then you should use it. If you have important 
order or line-item description data that’s available, then you should probably pass that as well. 
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Stakeholders 
Marketing and Measurement are always stakeholders here. In addition, your IT department or 
3rd Party Cart Vendor is a critical stakeholder.  

Recommendation 
In terms of which pages or events to code, we generally rank order them as follows: 

SiteCatalyst Event Description Commerce Report 
Populated 

Priority 

prodView Product Views Products Moderate 

scOpen Open or start a new 
shopping cart 

Carts Important 

scAdd Add items to the 
shopping cart 

Cart Additions Important 

scRemove Remove items from 
shopping cart 

Cart Removals Moderate 

scView View shopping cart Cart Views Low 

scCheckout Beginning of the 
Checkout process 

Checkouts Important 

Purchase Completion of a 
purchase 

Orders Critical 

 

For Order and Line Item data passed on Checkout, we recommend passing all available 
variables that have obvious counterparts in your Cart. In addition, we recommend passing as 
much product and order rollup information as you can. Finally, we recommend populating the 
SiteCatalyst purchase ID, with an identifier that can tie Web analytics data to your back-office 
system. You may not be doing this on other pages, but at Checkout you should always have 
sufficient information to populate this variable. Although you may not be tying analytics data to 
your back end databases during the initial implementation, it may be something you want to do 
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in the future. If you do this task now, you’ll be able to develop reports that are based on 
historical data. If you wait until it becomes a requirement, you will only be able to create 
reports on a “going forward” basis.  
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Custom Variables 
Omniture custom variables can be used to measure and analyze almost any aspect of website 
activity. They are essentially placeholders for any data you want to send to SiteCatalyst. There 
are three kinds of custom variables: Commerce or Conversion Variables, also called eVars; 
Custom Insight or Custom Traffic variables, also called props, and Custom Events. These 
properties are governed by the s.propN, s.eVarN, and s.events variables.  
 
Strategies 
Because custom variables are so flexible, their implementation varies widely. In general, here 
are some good strategies for using Custom Variables: 

1. Post Form Data: If you have any forms on your site that collect interesting information 
then you have a natural place for custom variables. Custom variables can capture this 
key information, make it available both as counters (using s.events) and for visitor 
segmentation. Anything a visitor enters on a form can be stored in Omniture, providing 
analytical information on user demographics, or allowing prospect/client segmentation. 

2. Survey Data: Storing key survey responses in custom variables lets you tie real website 
behavior to attitudes. This is by far the most powerful strategy for really taking 
advantage of survey research. Custom variables can store basic survey response data, 
and segmentation can then be used to tie this information with behavioral data on how 
those visitors navigate and engage with the site. 

3. Date Stamping: Lots of analysis is very dependent on when a visitor did something. But 
SiteCatalyst (and most other analytic packages) don’t let you ever specify dates as 
criteria for segmentation. So we love to date stamp every key interaction on the site 
(registration, post, purchase, webinar, lead, etc.). Always date stamp using a top-down 
format (YYYYMMDD for example) so you can easily specify a range of dates when 
building filter criteria. 

4. Ajax or Dynamic Interactions: You don’t always want to track dynamic interactions as 
page views. But you often want to understand how often certain features are being 
used and by whom. Populating custom variables with actions (what does a visitor do) 
and placement (where do they do it) lets you treat Ajax, Flash or Dynamic components 
in much the same way as traditional HTML pages are measured. 
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5. Module Impressions: As sites become more dynamic, you’re often personalizing key 
elements of the page. You can code those elements to see who clicked on them. But you 
often don’t know how frequently they were shown. Since one of the key measurements 
you’ll be concerned with is the click through rate for a module, this can be a big 
problem. You can use custom variables or events to store impressions (and clicks) by 
module. Thus, knowing how often a module is presented, together with how often it is 
clicked, provides you with key statistics with which to optimize any pages on which such 
dynamic components occur. 

One common implementation of custom variables occurs in the onclick command associated 
with particular links of buttons. In this case, the following code transmits custom variable 
information to Omniture: 
 
<a href="index.html" onClick="  

var s=s_gi('rsid'); /*This is your account ID*/ 

s.linkTrackVars='propN,eVarN,events';  

s.linkTrackEvents='eventN'; 

s.propN='value'; 

s.eVarN='value'; 

s.events='eventN'; 

s.tl(this,'o','Object Name');”>link</a> 

The underlined code in the example above is the only code that needs to change. 
s.LinkTrackVars and s.LinkTrackEvents identify the custom variables to which you will be 
sending information. The lines that follow supply these values, and the s.tl() sends the request 
to Omniture. 
 
Other custom variables are populated on the page load, in the same way that s.pageName or 
s.channel might be populated. For example, the Registration Thank You page might populate an 
s.prop variable to identify the visit as “registered” and populate an event describing the success 
event of a visitor’s registration. The page load of the Thank You page might include the 
following code: 
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<script language="JavaScript" type="text/javascript"><!-- 
s.pageName='registration_thank_you'; 
s.prop1='registered'; 
s.events='event1'; 
/************* DO NOT ALTER ANYTHING BELOW THIS LINE ! **************/ 
var s_code=s.t();if(s_code)document.write(s_code)//--></script> 
 
In this way, the custom event is recorded and the value “registered” is sent to Custom Traffic 
Variable 1. User-friendly names are given to these variables in the SiteCatalyst Admin interface. 
Custom variables are also what you would use to capture search terms on internal search 
engines. 
 
Custom Events are normally counter variables – that is, each time the event is triggered, the 
value of the event increases by one. However, the getValOnce function can be used either in 
the universal JS file or on the page in order to only count the event once during a given visit or 
defined number of days. Custom events can also be currency values, which can then be 
attributed as desired to specified eVars according to participation, lifetime, or standard 
attribution settings. After a visit to a website that results in $1000 of revenue, for example, 
applicable eVar values can then attribute that revenue to the first, last or all values of that given 
eVar (see pages 52-54 below). 
 
What’s the difference between an s.prop and an eVar? In terms of site tagging, there is little 
difference, but certain kinds of reporting are only available to one or the other. Typically, many 
companies will store information as both s.props and eVars, the redundancy providing not only 
a backup in case of tracking errors, but also allowing different kinds of reporting to be available. 
Some of the key differences between s.props and eVars include the following: 
 

• pathing reports (previous, next, pathfinder, fall-out, full paths, etc.) are only available 
for s.props. 

• attribution models (when and for how long to attribute site success events to a given 
value) are only available for eVars. 

• eVars can be set to expire after a given time-period; this is not an option available for 
s.props. All s.props expire on the page. 

• site traffic metrics such as entries, exits, or time, are only available for s.props. 
• s.props and eVars can only be cross-tabulated (correlated or subrelated, respectively) to 

each other – an eVar cannot be cross-tabulated with an s.prop, or visa-versa. 
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• Both s.props and eVars can be set to count Visits or Visitors as a metric. Each variable 
must be set individually to include reporting by visits or visitors. By default, s.props 
record Page Views and eVars record Instances.   

 
 
Stakeholders 
Measurement, Marketing and any product managers will likely have a stake, since anything of 
interest from a measurement or analysis perspective will likely employ custom variables. IT will 
have to be consulted as to the best method of sending this data to Omniture. 
 
Recommendation 
We strongly encourage the use of custom variables. Even if current reporting or measurement 
needs might not require certain aspects of site activity to be measured, one should anticipate 
future measurement and analytical needs as well. 
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Campaigns 
Tracking your online marketing efforts is one of the main functions of most Web measurement 
systems. Not only is this information very important for just about every form of analysis, it is 
the primary mechanism by which campaigns are optimized. 

In general, it is important to distinguish visitors that are part of a campaign. To do this, you 
identify some aspect of the visitor behavior that indicates that they belong to the campaign. By 
far the most common two methods of doing this are by adding a parameter to the URL of a 
page (usually a Landing Page) that designates a campaign (‘?campaign=emailcoupon) or by 
having completely distinct pages (almost always a Landing Page, but sometimes part of an A/B 
test).  

Most organizations choose to maintain whatever strategy they have previously deployed when 
implementing a new Web measurement package. However, implementing a new analytics 
package might be a good time to review your organization’s campaign procedures and make 
sure they are satisfactory. In particular, many companies are sloppy about making sure that 
every online promotion has a distinct form of identification. This is essential for proper tracking 
and should be a part of any good Web measurement implementation. 

Note also that Omniture has a campaign classification functionality called SAINT (SiteCatalyst 
Attribute Importing and Naming Tool). SAINT allows users to upload one-to-one variable 
classifications so that these classifications appear in SiteCatalyst in the campaign reports. For 
example, if my campaign is “banner_700x300_Yahoo” I might roll this up under “banner ads” as 
a category, and “Yahoo” as a channel. All custom variables in SiteCatalyst can be classified using 
SAINT, and no special tagging is required for SAINT classifications. 

Strategies 
Campaign Tracking in Omniture is pretty straightforward. A campaign identifier variable must 
be identified through the following code, usually as part of the global JavaScript tag: 

s.usePlugins=true 
function s_doPlugins(s) { 
  var qParm=s.getQueryParam('cid'); 
  if (qParm != null)  
 
 { 
     s.campaign=qParm; 
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  } 
} 
s.doPlugins=s_doPlugins(s) 
 
In this case, the campaign variable (s.campaign) is set to whatever value is assigned to “cid” in 
the URL (for the URL ‘domain/pagename?cid=campaignX’, the campaign would be 
‘campaignX’).  
 
Note that the getQueryParam function needs to be defined in the plug-ins section of the 
JavaScript code. Once this code is in place, whenever someone enters the site with the 
parameter “cid=CampaignX,” the parameter value will be recorded in the Tracking Code report 
and tracked through the site. The campaign variable in Omniture behaves like an eVar, the 
value propagates throughout the users visit. SiteCatalyst is pretty unintelligent about these 
campaign tracking codes, which is both a good and a bad thing. The most unintelligible 
gibberish often shows up as noise in the tracking code reports, simply because it was preceded 
somehow by your “cid” code. On the good side, however, marketers need only know what the 
s.campaign variable has been set to IT or measurement groups do not need to be involved in 
creating the actual tracking codes  
 
Stakeholders 
Marketing is the primary stakeholder here. The key decision is who is going to manage the 
process of setting up campaigns by issuing tracking codes. Some sort of naming convention is 
almost always used as part of the tracking code (e.g. “eml” for email campaigns). 

Recommendation 
Marketers must be made aware of two things: what the s.campaign variable is (“cid” in the 
example above) and that this parameter must occur on every incoming url about which they 
are interested. Having a vanity URL is not enough, the s.campaign variable must be set on the 
redirect to your site. 
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Link Coding 
There are several ways that Omniture tracks link clicks on a site. Primary among these is 
ClickMap. This is an overlay on your browser that allows you to see how many clicks occurred 
on each link on a page. To begin tracking clicks in ClickMap you need only set a global variable. 
You can also access this data using the ClickMap Raw Data from within the SiteCatalyst 
interface. In addition to tracking clicks with ClickMap, there are Custom Links with their own 
tracking functionality, Exit Links where SiteCatalyst tracks links which exit your site, or custom 
link-tracking variables.  

Strategies 
ClickMap is the most commonly used method for tracking link clicks on your site. In order to 
enable ClickMap, the trackInlineStats function should be set to “true.” By default, ClickMap 
tracks the URL of the link, but this runs the risk of duplicating clicks in the event that the same 
URL is being accessed from multiple links on a page. To avoid this, you can assign the Omniture 
variable s.objectID on the onclick to each link you’re tracking. This is a global variable within the 
JavaScript file which will allow ClickMap to better identify links on a page. 

Exit Links are tracked automatically as the URL, but the s_objectID can also be used. 
trackExternalLinks must be set to “true” for exit links to be recorded. Also, the 
linkInternalFilters must be set to a string that has all of the domains your site might use in any 
given visit, plus the keyword ‘JavaScript:’ (ex: s.linkInternalFilters="JavaScript:, 
www.mysitea.com,www.mysiteb.com"). If this variable is not set, then all domains (including 
all JavaScript calls) will be tracked as external link clicks. 

Finally, on the onclick coding, the s.linkName variable can be set to give each link a user-
friendly name (e.g. s.linkName= "go to homepage"). This data is sent to the “Custom Link” 
report within SiteCatalyst. Similarly, the s.linkType variable sets whether a given link is a 
Custom Link, a Download or an Exit link, with data being sent to these respective reports. If no 
linkType is set, the default is Custom Link. 

Custom link-tracking manually applies user-friendly names to each link and populates one of 
the custom variables (props or eVars) within SiteCatalyst. The syntax is as follows: 
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<a href="index.html" onClick=" 

var s=s_gi('rsid'); /*This is your account ID*/ 

s.linkTrackVars='propN,eVarN,events';  

s.linkTrackEvents='eventN'; 

s.propN='link tracking value';  

s.tl(this,'o','Link Name');”>link</a> //->page name + link name-->>link name 

The underlined code in the example above is the only code you need to change. All other code 
may be used or omitted. The rsid is the same account ID you use in the JavaScript file. This is set 
because this code cannot reference the JavaScript file. The propN, eVarN, and eventN variables 
contain the variable(s) you plan to track. Note that while each prop or eVar must be set 
individually, all props and eVars that are to be set need to be included in the s.linkTrackVars 
variable. Note that the ‘events’ entry into the linkTrackVars determines whether there will be a 
declaration of the events on the next line, but does not define which events will be used. The 
props, eVars, and events should be set before the s.tl() method is called to the values you deem 
important to track for the given link click. The last line sends the image request to Omniture; 
the ‘o’ denotes a custom click, but may be set to ‘e’ for exit or ‘d’ for download and the ‘Link 
Name’ value should contain the unique name of the link. You should keep this unique across 
the entire site by adding the page name to the link name like “search page->homepage link” 
denoting someone clicking a homepage link on the search page. Note that the linkTrackVars 
and linkTrackEvents must be set globally to “true” and defined in this code.  

Stakeholders 
Measurement and IT. IT needs to be involved in this because unlike most other tagging issues, 
proper link encoding will generally require some manual re-working of the site’s HTML pages. 

Recommendation 
ClickMap is the easiest way to track links on your site and requires little customization. 
However, the only element you can report with ClickMap is “clicks”. If you want to see how 
many visits contained at least one click on a given link (say, the purchase button), you would 
have to use the custom link tracking methodology described above and make sure Omniture 
enabled visits metrics for it. Although more complicated, this is a more streamlined and 
accurate way to track links on your site. It also allows you to establish a variable-hierarchy 
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structure within links, using one or more prop variables to roll-up different aspects of the 
specified link. For example, on a retail site you might have product view links, if you are n 
interested in which product visitors click on, the product category and the page on which the 
product was clicked, then the variable structure might be: 

prop1= 'offerpage_music_bachgreatesthits'; 

prop2= 'offerpage_music' 

prop3= 'music_bachgreatesthits' 

prop4= 'music' 

This type of structure allows de-duplication of visits and visitors at different reporting levels and 
taxonomies, and is only possible using custom variables for link-tracking. 
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Downloads 
SiteCatalyst tracks most downloads automatically. However, you must specify the file-types 
which constitute a download. 
 
Strategies 
To specify download types, use the following logic in the Global JavaScript file: 
 
s.trackDownloadLinks=true 
s.linkDownloadFileTypes="exe,zip,wav,mp3,mov,mpg,avi,wmv,doc,pdf,xls,docx,xls
x,ppt,pptx" 

 
Automatic download tracking can be augmented using the s.downloadLinkHandler function, 
which allows tracking of additional variables when SiteCatalyst detects a download. For 
example, it is recommended that a custom download event is defined, as well as a custom prop 
and eVar that contains the download name. This will allow more advanced reporting 
capabilities not possible using the out-of-the-box download reporting. 
 
s.url = s.downloadLinkHandler(); 
if (s.url) { 
    s.eVarX = s.propX = s.url.substring(s.url.lastIndexOf("/") + 1, 
s.url.length); //Track download file name 
    s.propX = s.pageName; // Set download page 
    s.events = s.apl(s.events, "eventX", ",", 2) // Set download event 
} 
 
Additionally, custom links can be treated as downloads by using the delimiter “d” as the link 
type, as follows, in the onclick link-tracking code: 
 
<a href="index.html" onClick=" 
var s=s_gi(rsid); 
s.tl(this,'d','Link Name'); 
 
The “d” designates this link-click as a download. “o” is a custom link, and “e” is an exit link, 
populating the appropriate reports. 
 
Stakeholders 
Measurement teams are the primary stakeholders, for download reporting purposes. 
 
Recommendation 
The s.trackDownloadLinks is usually sufficient to get adequate reporting on downloads without 
using the onclick handler. If downloads are a primary success measure of your site, you might 
want to consider using the downloadLinkHandler function or using a custom click-handler. 
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Omniture Administered Items 
 
The following items need to be enabled by Omniture prior to launch. These are separate from 
the elements you will enable through the SiteCatalyst Admin console or tagging 
implementation: 
 
Item Description 

Data Warehouse Even if Data Warehouse is an item in the Omniture 
Contract, an Omniture representative has to configure Data 
Warehouse for every Report Suite that goes live. 

Omniture Discover Every Report Suite has to be individually configured to send 
data to Omniture Discover. 

Visits and Visitor 
metrics for 
Commerce 
variables 

“Instances” or “Click-Throughs” are the default setting for 
metrics available for Commerce/Conversion variables. Visits 
or Visitors must be separately enabled by Omniture. 

Visits, Uniques and 
Traffic Metrics 

For Traffic variables, only Page Views are a default metric 
unless these other traffic metrics are enabled by an 
Omniture representative. 

Pathing Pathing is only available out-of-the-box for Pages; for any 
other prop variable you would like to see pathing for, it 
must be enabled by Omniture. 

eVar Settings Most settings (expiration, attribution, subrelations) can be 
set directly in the Admin console of SiteCatalyst by an 
administrator. However, the configuration for participation 
and lifetime attribution for eVars must be set by Omniture. 
You should discuss with Omniture how best to take 
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advantage of these settings. 

Subrelations and 
Co-Relations 

2-way correlations between s.props can be set directly in 
the Admin interface.  To set 5-way or 20-way correlations 
between props, or to define eVars as fully subrelated, you 
need to contact Omniture Client Care. 

VISTA and DB 
VISTA 

VISTA rules enable you to manipulate variable values as 
they enter the SiteCatalyst databases. DB VISTA is a kind of 
Vista rule which allows you to populate multiple custom 
variables based on keyed values in a specified custom 
variable. Both VISTA and DB VISTA allow greater freedom in 
transformation logic than SAINT, but must be enabled by 
and created with an Omniture representative. VISTA rules 
are also valuable for internal IP filtering. 

 
It is important that, prior to launch, you arrange a call with Omniture Live Support in order to 
ensure that these items are enabled for all applicable Report Suites. 
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Data Warehouse 
 
What is it? 
The Data Warehouse functionality in Omniture allows users to extract data directly from 
Omniture using filtering and segmentation criteria. It is located in the “Advanced Analysis” tab 
through the SiteCatalyst interface. Each report suite has to be configured for Data Warehouse 
extracts to be available. Data Warehouse is not backwards compatible (that is, if it is enabled 
today, data is only available today going forward). 
 
Recommendations 
Data Warehouse is a powerful analytical tool and should be enabled for all report suites. 
Because of its analytical flexibility, it is also an important safeguard so that if metrics or 
variables are not available in SiteCatalyst, it can still be extracted through Data Warehouse. 
 
Omniture Discover 
 
What is it? 
Omniture Discover (versions 1.5 or 2.X) is a Java-based on-demand segmentation tool. It is an 
item usually part of the contract negotiations, but regardless of how many user-licenses a 
company owns, each report suite has to be separately configured to send data to Omniture 
Discover. Like Data Warehouse, Discover data is not backwards-compatible. Most contracts also 
limit the number of report suites available for Omniture Discover. 
Recommendations 
Omniture Discover is one of the most flexible and useful analytical tools on the market. 
However, one should consider the resources needed to take full advantage of its analytical 
capabilities before committing to its additional cost. If you have a global roll-up report suite, it 
is usually recommended that this global report suite be one of the report suites configured for 
Discover. Discover 1.5 has most of the analytical capabilities of Discover 2.0, but is less user-
friendly, with generally a more opaque user interface, and has fewer exporting capabilities. 
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Visits and Visitor Metrics for Conversion/Commerce Variables 
 
What is it? 
The default setting for metrics available for commerce / conversion variables in SiteCatalyst is 
either “revenue,” or “instances” or “click-throughs” for campaign variables. An “instance” is an 
unduplicated event of a variable value being sent to Omniture. A “click-through” for campaign 
variables is an instance where a designated campaign tracking code is present in the page URL. 
Neither “instances” or “click-throughs” are the same as “visits” or “visitors” and these metrics 
have to be enabled by an Omniture representative on a report-suite by report-suite basis. Once 
these metrics are enabled for one conversion variable, they are enabled for all. 
 
Recommendation 
Especially for campaign variables, “visits” is an important metric to have available for any given 
report suite. A “click-through” can be unduplicated per visit using the getValueOnce plug-in 
within the universal JS file, but it should be remembered that a “click-through” does not 
correspond to a “click-through” in reports from online advertising vendors. “Visits” is a much 
closer corresponding metric, but a “visit” in conversion variables is still governed by the 
sessionization rules of SiteCatalyst. Thus, “visit” numbers are usually lower than “click-through” 
numbers that come from both SiteCatalyst and third-party advertising vendors. 
 
Traffic Metrics 
 
What is it? 
Traffic metrics are metrics that can be enabled for traffic (s.prop) variables in SiteCatalyst and 
for certain out-of-the-box traffic variables such as pagename and channel. These metrics can 
include visits, uniques (daily or monthly), entries, exits, reloads or time spent on the variable. 
All desired variables must be enabled by an Omniture representative and are not backwards-
compatible.  
 
Recommendation 
Visits should be enabled for as many s.prop variables as are of analytical interest, particularly 
links, topics or site-section roll-ups. For other variables, such as internal search terms, visits may 
be of less interest. Entries, exits, or time spent are usually only valuable or interesting for site 
section roll-ups, topical variables or other kinds of variables that describe site hierarchy or 
information architecture. 
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Pathing 
 
What is it? 
The pathing reports include full paths, pathfinder, fall-out, entries, exits, previous/next and all 
the other kinds of reports in the “Paths” section of the SiteCatalyst interface. They can only be 
enabled for s.prop variables or page, channel or server. They only pertain to one variable and 
cannot be correlated to others (e.g., one cannot run a “previous page” report for a site section). 
“Page” is the only default variable for which pathing is available without special configuration 
through an Omniture representative. 
 
Recommendation 
All pathing reports must be carefully interpreted, particularly when they are applied to 
variables that do not correspond to site hierarchy. Nevertheless, link names, site section, 
topical variables and even products are often configured for pathing reports. On large sites, 
pathing reports applied to the s.channel variable are usually more analytically interesting or 
interpretable than the page-level pathing reports.  
 
eVar Settings 
 
What is it? 
Most setting for eVars can be administered through the SiteCatalyst Admin console. However, 
the configuration for participation and lifetime attribution must be set by Omniture. Attribution 
refers to whether a particular success event should be attributed to the first, most recent or all 
values for the eVar; lifetime and participation configuration refers to how long a particular eVar 
value is valid for the attribution of a success event. It is not the same as the “expiration” 
settings in the Admin console, but instead refers to the lifetime and participation reports 
available through SiteCatalyst and Discover.  
 
Basically, eVars work like this: suppose I have an eVar which records the name of an artist on a 
site selling music CD’s. In Omniture, I have to decide how to attribute the purchase event (a site 
success) to this particular eVar. I can attribute it to the most recent, first, or all eVar values 
which have not yet expired. Thus if a visitor looks at the Beatles, Rolling Stones, and Madonna, 
then purchases Madonna, the allocation settings could look like this: 
 
 (allocation: most recent) 

Beatles  0 
 Rolling Stones 0 
 Madonna 1 
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 (allocation: first) 
 Beatles  1 
 Rolling Stones 0 
 Madonna 0 
 
 (allocation: linear) 
 Beatles  1 
 Rolling Stones 1 
 Madonna 1 
 
Participation settings (set by Omniture) determine how metrics are allocated between different 
eVars. If the Madonna album cost $30, here’s how the participation settings could be affected 
(assuming “most recent” as the allocation setting): 
 
 (standard settings) 
 Beatles  $0 
 Rolling Stones $0 
 Madonna $30 
 
 (Participation) 
 Beatles  $30 
 Rolling Stones $30 
 Madonna $30 
 
If “linear” is the allocation setting for this eVar, the standard setting values could look like this: 
 
 Beatles  $10 
 Rolling Stones $10 
 Madonna $10 
 
Lifetime metrics allocate success events to eVars for the entire lifetime of the eVar and report 
suite, regardless of the date-range chosen for the report. If the eVar used in this example is set 
to expire after 30 days, all purchases or success events allocated to the eVar value during those 
30 days would be returned in a lifetime report, even if I run a report for a single day. Lifetime 
metrics are most useful for campaign reporting. 
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Recommendations 
eVar settings should be discussed with your Omniture representative and vary widely by 
industry or the business goals of a given website. A site selling cars or vacation packages might 
want to have much longer expiration settings than a website selling books or music CD’s. These 
settings should be considered and discussed prior to implementation. 
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Subrelations and Co-Relations 
 
What is it? 
Subrelations (for eVars) and co-relations (for s.props) are a cross-tabulation functionality of 
SiteCatalyst reporting. They allow a given value of one variable to be pivoted with all the values 
of another variable associated with it. There are contractually only a limited number of 
subrelations and co-relations available, so prior to implementation an Omniture representative 
should be consulted to determine which are the most useful variables to sub relate or co-relate 
to each other.  
 
Recommendation: Certain variables naturally recommend themselves to subrelations, such as 
search engine and search keyword. But other variables, depending on how they are populated, 
might result in nonsensical or unreliable subrelations. This typically can happen with a variable 
that is populated through Flash or in onclick handlers. It is subrelated to a variable populated 
on a page-load or through a URL parameter. Choosing the right variables to subrelate involves 
not only a discussion with Omniture, but involvement from technical teams to ensure that the 
two variables can be associated with each other. Just because the option for subrelations might 
be visible in SiteCatalyst or the Excel Client doesn’t mean that the subrelation has been enabled 
– it must be done variable by variable in consultation with Omniture.  
 
VISTA and DB VISTA rules 
 
What is it? 
VISTA and DB VISTA rules are applied as data comes into SiteCatalyst and enable you to 
manipulate, transform, or populate variables based on data transformation logic. DB VISTA is a 
kind of VISTA rule allowing you to populate multiple variables based on a keyed value in 
another variable. Unlike SAINT, these rules must be set up by an Omniture representative, and 
are not backward-compatible.  
 
Recommendation 
One advantage of using VISTA over SAINT is that the data is de-duplicated in terms of visits or 
uniques. For example, Internal IP filtering is a good candidate for a separate VISTA rule. Sites 
with complicated page hierarchy or intense usage of URL parameters will often use VISTA rules 
to decipher information in the page URL and populate more user-friendly or analytically useful 
variables. VISTA can also be used for visitor segmentation purposes, populating visitor 
information based on source or page URL. Regardless, VISTA should be regularly reviewed or 
updated to ensure data quality and consistency. 
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Getting Setup for Reporting: Reporting Functionality 
 
SiteCatalyst provides a variety of reporting options. Each option has limitations, but many 
possess functionality not available in other SiteCatalyst reporting solutions. If you have 
completed your report development and presentation requirements, the report functionality 
assessment below will help you understand the right tool for the job. The recommendations are 
described in more detail starting on page 52:  
 
Report 
Platform 

Recommended 
Use 

Pros Cons 

SiteCatalyst- 
Dashboards 

Quick site 
overview for 
frequent 
SiteCatalyst 
users 

Dashboards refresh 
upon open; can be 
scheduled for 
automatic delivery 

Limited visual, 
reporting and 
segmentation 
capabilities; must use 
rolling date range 

SiteCatalyst- 
Download 
Reports 

Sending single 
reports, pulling 
data or prefab 
graphs into a 
presentation 

Allows you to 
download the newest 
data in a variety of 
file formats 

Pulls one report at a 
time, cannot be 
scheduled 
automatically 

SiteCatalyst- 
Bookmarked 
Reports 

For frequently 
utilized 
SiteCatalyst 
reports 

Lets you save reports 
built within the 
interface 

Does not always save 
much time; always 
rolling date-range 

Data 
Warehouse 

Segmented 
reporting, 
especially when 
Discover is 
unavailable 

Rich segmentation 
capabilities, schedule 
reports 

Slow report 
generation; DW only 
processes one report 
at a time  
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Advanced 
Segment 
Insights (ASI) 

Only when DW 
or Discover is 
unavailable  

Gives you 
segmentation 
capabilities without 
requiring paying for 
DW or Discover 

Very limited number 
of ASI slots (usually 5 
per contract), often 
serious time lag in 
data availability 

Omniture 
Excel Client 

Most weekly, 
monthly, etc. 
report sets 

The most flexible 
reporting tool, 
schedule reports 

Susceptible to not 
refreshing properly, 
limited segmentation 
capabilities  

Omniture 
Discover 

Segmented 
reporting, often 
integrated to 
complete a Excel 
Client report 

Instantaneous 
segmentation 

24 hour lag on data 
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Site Catalyst-Dashboards 
 
Reporting Details 
The dashboard functionality allows you to build, save and share a group of “reportlets” within a 
single interface. The reportlets are miniature versions of other SiteCatalyst reports, or they can 
be customized as alerts, dials, or text boxes.  
 
Pros 
Dashboards are readily accessible from the SiteCatalyst interface. Since they live within 
SiteCatalyst, they do not have to be manually distributed (although they must be shared by 
their creator). They provide an at-a-glance view of many aspects of site traffic with drill-downs 
to access the full report. The SiteCatalyst Dashboard Player is another tool which allows even 
faster access to dashboard contents. It sits on your desktop and “plays” each chart in a given 
dashboard in the form of an automatic slide presentation. Many managers find this form of 
visual presentation appealing.  
 
Cons 
The Reportlets have strict formatting limitations. Each reportlet can consist of text and/or 
graph, can be one of three types of color gauges, is located in the center, left or right of the 
screen and can be a choice of small, medium or large. No other formatting is possible. The date 
range for a reportlet can be changed, but the range will always be rolling. In other words, a 
dashboard set up on September 1 to cover August 1 to 31 will report August 2 to September 1 if 
refreshed the following day. 
 
When to Utilize 
Dashboards should be used to give users a quick update of the most essential site metrics.  
 
Additional Considerations 
Exercise caution when using dashboards. It is easy to get lulled into a false sense of security 
when you find a gauge arbitrarily pointing to green each day. Dashboards are fine for getting a 
sense of the recent performance of a site but should not be used as a starting point for an 
analysis or as a decision making tool.  
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SiteCatalyst- Download Reports 
 
Reporting Details 
This is a simple reporting tool that allows users to download what they see in Site Catalyst into 
Word, Excel, as a PDF or in HTML. Files can be in zip format or contain a Digital Signature. There 
is the option to download immediately or e-mail the report, but you cannot schedule a report 
for regular delivery. 
 
Pros 
This is a straightforward download of a SiteCatalyst report, applying all filters or searches which 
the user has configured within the interface. Word, Excel, PDF, HTML is often the preferred 
format for delivery in many organizations. 
 
Cons 
Each report must be downloaded one at a time and duplicates what’s in SiteCatalyst. Reports 
cannot be scheduled or refreshed on-demand. Essentially, the downloaded report is a static 
snapshot of a SiteCatalyst report. 
 
When to Utilize 
This rarely is a useful reporting tool, but it does allow for users to extract an Omniture 
generated graph and place it into a presentation. If you need to extract SiteCatalyst data, even 
a single report, on a regular basis, it is usually faster to utilize Excel Client. Downloads are useful 
as one-time and point reporting, or specific reporting on specific items.  
 
Additional Considerations 
None.  
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SiteCatalyst- Bookmarked Reports 
 
Reporting Details 
Bookmarks allow you to save any report within the SiteCatalyst interface so it can be viewed at 
a later date. Accessing a saved report will pull up a standard SiteCatalyst report. Bookmarks are 
saved to the login ID that creates them, but it is possible to share them with others who have 
access to the same report suite. 
 
Pros 
Bookmarks allow easy, streamlined access to specific SiteCatalyst reports without having to 
navigate SiteCatalyst or apply filters or searches. Since they live directly in SiteCatalyst, each 
report has the full functionality of a standard SiteCatalyst report. 
 
Cons 
As with dashboards, the date-range of a bookmarked report is always rolling, relative to the 
date it is run. Thus a bookmarked report set up on September 1 to cover August 1 to 31 will 
report August 2 to September 1 if accessed on the following day. Also, like downloading 
reports, each bookmark will only lead to one report and so looking at multiple reports will 
theoretically require multiple bookmarks. 
 
When to Utilize 
Bookmarks should be thought of as a personal save tool and a share tool. For those who build 
reports with selected items, show customized metric(s) with unique date ranges or use other 
customizations, this could be an important feature. However, if your viewing will be confined to 
glancing among the standard reports, such as most requested pages, link tracking, referring 
URLs and so on, it may not be worth the time to save the report as a bookmark. As a share tool 
this is an effective way to show a colleague exactly what you are seeing with more flexibility 
than a screen shot.  
 
Additional Considerations 
Developing a set of informative bookmarks can be a helpful tool as long as you continue to 
utilize other elements of the Omniture product suite. Tunnel vision toward a limited set of 
bookmarks can end up making the tool more of a detriment to your site understanding than a 
benefit.  
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Data Warehouse 
 
Reporting Details 
Data Warehouse is used to define population segments and pull data pertaining to only that 
segment. For example, you can build page, visit and visitor based segments and use these 
segments in combination with the standard reports available through SiteCatalyst. Reports may 
contain one “breakdown” variable like browser or entry page, or variable combinations (such as 
all browser types associated with each entry page) and they may utilize either one or no 
segments. Omniture requires up to 72 hours to process a Data Warehouse report, but most 
reports will process much faster. Omniture will only process one report at a time per license, so 
if there are other Data Warehouse users within your company that submit reports in front of 
yours you will be forced to “wait in line.” 
 
Pros 
Data Warehouse is the most flexible data-extraction method in Omniture, allowing an almost 
limitless number of cuts at the data. 
 
Cons 
Data Warehouse requests come back as raw, unformatted data and are thus not ideal for 
distribution. They can be very large files, sometimes too large for MS Excel. Interpreting Data 
Warehouse requests can also require more advanced training in Omniture. The lag time 
involved in processing Data Warehouse requests makes it unsuitable for on-the-spot reporting. 
 
When to Utilize 
Data Warehouse should be used when Discover is not available to you, but you need a flexible 
segmentation tool. Data Warehouse is probably best suited for repeatable reporting that you 
are confident you want, like passing along success events data for your Google campaigns to 
the media buyer. It is also possible to use this tool for analysis purposes. However, it can be 
very frustrating to wait 72 or more hours to find that the data is uninteresting or not what you 
are looking for!  
 
Additional Considerations 
Depending on how your contract is set up you may have an infinite number of Data Warehouse 
reports or a finite number during a given month. This is something that should be looked into 
before you begin making numerous Data Warehouse reports.  
 
Data Warehouse must be enabled on a user profile. If this tool is available to your company, but 
not within your personal profile ask a user with admin privileges to give you access. 
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Advanced Segment Insights (ASI) 
 
Reporting Details: 
ASIs give you the ability to define a unique segment of your population and see that segment as 
their own report suite in site catalyst. With an ASI segment suite you can build dashboards, 
bookmarks and download reports just as you would within any other Site Catalyst report suite. 
Accounts are limited to five ASI slots. 
 
Pros 
ASI’s duplicate a standard report suite based on a segment which allow for rich reporting 
capabilities. 
 
Cons 
ASIs can suffer reporting latency which makes them a poor choice if you want to use them in a 
daily, weekly or even monthly report. Additionally, the extremely limited number of ASI slots 
per contract is not optimal for creating a well-rounded site report. ASI’s are usually 48-hours in 
arrears and should not therefore be used in daily reporting. 
 
When to Utilize 
ASIs can be effective in showing a complete picture on the behavior of important segment of 
your population but are not usually a first choice for reporting. ASIs are best suited for analysis 
or historical reporting of micro-site segments, like specific marketing channels or specific site 
tools or products but not in your everyday reporting. You should also not anticipate dividing all 
your traffic into two ASI’s – such as “Client” and “Non-Client” as this will usually increase 
processing time and result in considerable time lags. 
 
Additional Considerations 
None. 
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Excel Client 
 
Reporting Details 
This feature allows users to pull Omniture collected data and place it into Excel using “data 
blocks.” Utilizing Excel allows for formatting, color and data flexibility. Excel Client reports can 
be refreshed on demand or scheduled for one time or repeat delivery. Data can be pulled using 
fixed or rolling date ranges. 
 
Pros 
Excel is probably the most widely-used application for data reporting in most companies, and 
the ability to integrate Excel reports with SiteCatalyst data makes the Excel Client a very 
important tool. The tool is very flexible, both in terms of filtering data and establishing date-
ranges. Finally, since the report is in Excel, non-SiteCatalyst data can be incorporated easily in 
the report. 
 
Cons 
Although the Excel Client is a powerful tool, it is not perfect. The actual data block building 
process is fairly cumbersome and far from streamlined, involving multiple steps. Once data 
blocks have been built there are numerous ways they can “break.” Data blocks do not always 
refresh properly if you are trying to refresh the entire worksheet or book at once. Refreshed 
data blocks going unchanged or containing nonsensical data are common occurrences. Before 
Excel Client reports are ever sent out, check to ensure that all the data has refreshed properly. 
Additionally, if you provide others with Excel Client reports you should allocate time within your 
schedule for report maintenance by QA and training report stakeholders. 
 
When to Utilize 
Excel Client is the best choice for most Omniture reporting building because it allows for the 
most flexibility in developing and presenting metrics that are relevant to your organization. This 
enables you to avoid the error of forgoing a metric that “doesn’t fit” your reporting when using 
a dashboard, download or any “out of the box” report presentation. Putting the data into the 
Excel platform also allows for greater distribution list flexibility because access to the reports 
are not confined to those who have login ID. Excel Client functionality also allows for all data 
blocks within a report to be refreshed with a single button, so it is another common practice to 
custom build a report and then pass it along to stakeholders so they can refresh their data on 
demand. 
 
Additional Considerations 
Similar to Data Warehouse, Excel Client usage must be enabled by someone with admin 
privileges. 
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Excel Client data blocks can only be built for populating data, making it impossible to build 
reporting in advance of a new site or campaign. Data blocks come in one fixed format that 
cannot be altered. To get around this and make the reporting more customized and 
presentable users will have a tab or tabs within their reporting dedicated for data blocks only. 
The tabs containing the fully formatted reports that are meant for distribution would reference 
the data tabs to give the visible reporting a polished and easier-to-digest appearance.  
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Omniture Discover 
 
Reporting Details 
Discover contains essentially the same segmentation functionality as Data Warehouse. The 
difference is that once Discover processes the data – 24 hours after it has been collected – all 
reports may be generated. Contrast this to the 2 to 72 hour wait for specific report queries 
from Data Warehouse. Within the Discover interface, reports can be downloaded immediately 
as Word, Excel, PDF, HTML or comma-separated but cannot be scheduled for delivery. 
Everything you do within Discover whether building segments, filtering data or pulling up 
reports, must be saved prior to distribution.  
 
There are two common versions of Discover (1.5 and 2.9) currently in use. Both provide 
powerful segmentation capabilities. Version 2.9 adds greatly enhanced multi-dimensional 
reporting, powerful visualization tools and improved export capabilities. The improved GUI 
makes it easier to use. 
 
Pros 
Omniture Discover can segment data instantaneously which makes it flexible and useful for on-
the-spot reporting. Its primary function is as an analyst’s workbench, a function in which it 
excels. Discover 2.9 may be the best analyst workbench in the Web analytics market today. 
 
Cons 
There is a 24-hour lag on data in Discover. Discover is not always well-suited to report on large 
amounts of data; it must be configured to report on a set number of line-items at a time. Data 
Warehouse, by contrast, gives you all the values of any given variable. Aggregate numbers in 
Discover reports are often truncated as a result, particularly for large reports such as referring 
domains or pages. 
 
In the 1.5 version of Discover, the only method for distribution is downloaded reports, and 
these are static and non-interactive. 
 
When to Utilize 
Discover is best used for conducting interactive deep analysis on the behavior of one or many 
segments. For projects like this, once the desired data is uncovered it can be extracted and 
placed in a more distributable and digestible manner. The ability to save projects in Discover 
also makes it a reasonable tool for repeat reporting. However, Discover is not necessarily any 
better suited for repeat reporting than Data Warehouse. 
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Additional Considerations 
The biggest impact of having a Discover tool at your disposal is the nearly instantaneous 
segmentation that you get out of both versions of Discover. However, Discover 2.9 includes 
greatly improved export capabilities, segmentation across additional tools and dramatically 
improved visualization and multi-dimensional views.  
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Quality Assurance 
 
Far too many people assume that their job is done when a tag is placed on the website pages. 
Though the tag used in most measurement implementations is quite simple, there is still a large 
margin of error.  

One of the most overlooked steps in a good implementation is ensuring that your tag is in 
place, working properly and that your measurement results are essentially correct. If you don’t 
do any formal QA before a release, there’s a pretty good chance this won’t be true. 

We often get asked how much time it will take to perform QA on a Web measurement 
implementation. It’s one of the hardest jobs to accurately estimate. For a really big site, doing a 
good QA job can take many weeks. For a small site, you can often check all of the key variables 
in an hour. 

For most sites, we recommend that you include the tag in your test cycles and be sure to get 
the tag onto the pages at least one week before testing ends. Of course, the earlier the better. 
And if you are doing a complicated tag or have significant eCommerce components, this 
timeline should be quite a bit longer (probably more like a month). 

Below is a sample of our “20 point” QA checklist and test template. It covers the basics of most 
implementations and ensures that your measurement results are on target. 
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Test 
# 

Item Description Validation 

1 Verify Tag 
Presence 

Putting a tag in a global header sounds 
easy, but many sites have pages that 
don’t include the Global Header. These 
are pages maintained outside of a CMS, 
pop ups, or special applications. 
Chances are, your initial implementation 
will miss these.  
 
 

Survey the site and 
make sure that the 
tag is actually 
present on your 
pages. 
 
Tools like 
ObservePoint can 
speed this task 
because they 
automate the site 
scanning process. 
 

2 Verify Correct 
Presence of 
s_code.js 
JavaScript file 
and 
s_account  

One of the most common and simple 
implementation mistakes is to forget to 
include the s_code.js file or not to 
change the URL referencing it to its 
actual, physical location on your site. 
This shows up in a total absence of any 
tracking at all.  

Match Spider or 
CMS Results to 
Most Popular Pages 
report. 

3 Omniture-
Enabled Items 

Even if you have reached out to 
Omniture to have them enable metrics, 
pathing, Discover, Data Warehouse, or 
other items, as soon as the report suite 
is set up you should check to make sure 
these are enabled. 

Run report for 
metrics; check 
“Advanced 
Analysis” for Data 
Warehouse; check 
that Discover 
launches. 

4 Account Coded 
Correctly 

If you aren’t getting any tracking, one 
surprisingly common cause is a bad 
s_account ID. People re-use tag snippets 
all the time and they don’t always 
change the account.  

Visual check of page 
tags on pages that 
are not getting 
tracked. 
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5 Test Account 
Changed 

If your tag was working fine in Test and 
suddenly isn’t reporting when you go to 
production, check the s_account ID. 
Was it changed? 

Many sites prefer to 
check the URL and 
set the Account 
Number 
dynamically so that 
rolling from Test to 
Production involves 
NO CHANGES. 

6 Multiple 
Accounts 
Specified 

If you are getting reporting in one 
Report Suite but not another, check to 
make sure both are specified in the 
s_account variable.  

Check your account 
variable and make 
sure both are 
getting assigned 
and that there is a 
‘,’ separating each. 
Note that there 
should be no spaces 
after the comma 
separating report 
suite IDs.   

7 Identify 
Duplicate Page 
Names 

Duplicate page names can be very tricky 
to identify. If you are using Page Title as 
your Page Name, spider the site and 
look for duplicate page titles. If you are 
defaulting to the page URL, make sure 
there are no duplicate URL’s. 

Validation required 
when Page Title is 
used for Page 
Name. Use a tool 
like ObservePoint to 
spider results and 
compare URL and 
page name. 
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8 Campaigns 
Reporting  

If your campaigns aren’t reporting 
volume, check the campaign condition. 
If people cut and paste, spaces at the 
end are often a culprit. Case-Sensitivity 
is another common cause of 
mismatches. Also, check for redirects. 
Redirects won’t usually carry the tag 
and may drop the parameter triggering 
the campaign. Finally, make sure the 
getQueryParam plug-in is included in 
the JavaScript file, as both its invocation 
and definition. 

Check to see that 
click-throughs for 
the Campaign 
Tracking Codes are  
recorded and that 
Attributes and 
Classifications are 
recorded if present. 

9 PPC Campaigns If you don’t enable Paid Search 
Detection in the Admin Console of 
SiteCatalyst, your PPC campaigns will 
show up under generic Search Engine 
reports, and you won’t get reporting for 
either Natural or Paid Search reports. 
Make sure your PPC campaigns include 
an appropriate campaign identifier. 
Ideally, you should also code PPC 
campaigns by Ad Group. 

Check a Paid Search 
Keyword or Paid 
Search Engine 
report to make sure 
clicks are recording 
properly. 

10 Page Names Look for problems caused by invalid 
characters in the page name. Another 
common problem around Pages Names 
occurs when using the filename as page 
name. Beware of cases where the same 
page is used as the default in a 
directory. It will show up twice in your 
reporting. Some sites also have case-
sensitivity issues – they reference the 
same page with different “case.” If you 
do this, consider changing your tag to 
always lower-case the name. 

Visually check from 
Most Popular Pages 
report. Export to 
Excel. Sort by name 
and match. Look for 
case problems, 
default directory 
problems and bad 
characters. 
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11 Custom Variables Check to make sure that each Custom 
Variable is actually reporting in 
SiteCatalyst. If you have stored the 
variable as both an eVar and sProp 
make sure you check each. 

Do Custom Variable 
Reports. Check sub 
relations and 
correlations.  

12 SAINT 
Classifications 

Uploading and downloading SAINT 
classifications is often a source of 
implementation bugs because of the 
sensitivity of the upload template. One 
common mistake is duplicated keyed 
values in the upload file, which can 
confuse the upload. 

After SAINT files 
have been 
uploaded, check to 
make sure they 
appear in the 
appropriate report. 

13 Internal vs. 
External URL’s 

You must specify in the Admin interface 
what domains or sub-domains are 
internal. If you don’t, then you might get 
internal URL’s showing up in referring 
domains report.  

Run a Referring 
Domains report and 
check if there are 
domains which you 
consider internal to 
your site. If there 
are, add them to 
the internal URL 
filters in the Report 
Suite Settings of the 
Admin interface. 

14 Flash and 
Dynamic 
Components 

Testing Flash components is tricky 
because they are something of a black-
box. If you are using JavaScript helper 
functions, check to make sure these are 
actually present and getting called. 

Find in Most 
Popular Pages 
report if setup as 
Page Views. Ensure 
volume is being 
recorded. If links 
are being tracked, 
check the 
appropriate custom 
variable report. 

15 Downloads If your downloads aren’t getting tracked 
then try adding your file extension to 
the configuration section in the s_code 
(s.linkDownloadFileTypes). 

Check the 
downloads reports 
for volume. 
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16 Links By far the biggest link implementation 
issue is around duplicate named links on 
a page. ClickMap problems aren’t 
unusual. Always run through your site 
with ClickMap to see if some 
components are not showing link 
counts.  

Manually traverse 
key pages on the 
site with ClickMap. 
Look for links that 
don’t show up or 
have the same link 
count (usually 
indicates links are 
being combined). 
Check in 
SiteCatalyst using 
ClickMap raw data 
to see if the 
problem is with 
tracking the Link or 
matching it in 
ClickMap. 

17 eCommerce Don’t just check that orders are coming 
through. Most eCommerce tags pass 
lots of additional attribute values that 
should all be verified.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Check the cart 
abandonment 
reports to see if 
scRemove, 
scCheckout,, scAdd, 
or other shopping 
cart variables have 
been applied. 
 
Check orders and 
various attributes in 
commerce 
reporting. 
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18 Time Delays Not everything you do in Omniture 
changes immediately. For example, If 
you change campaign attributes don’t 
expect them to start tracking 
immediately. And not every action on 
the site will show up in real-time.  

Page Views should 
be very close to real 
time. But custom 
variables and links 
often have a fairly 
significant lag-time. 
Don’t assume these 
are broken if they 
don’t show up right 
away. 

19 Redirects and 
Vanity Pages 

Campaign and Referral Information is 
frequently lost when your site redirects 
landing pages. Most times, the redirect 
won’t fire a tag and won’t pass on key 
parameters. There are technical fixes for 
this – but it can cause campaigns to be 
completely missed.  

Match list of 
current Marketing 
campaigns to 
Campaign Tracking 
Code Click-
Throughs. Find the 
Landing Page of any 
missing campaigns 
and check for 
redirects or missing 
or malformed 
parameters. 

20 Reconciliation If you are reconciling to another system, 
expect some significant disparities – 
especially in total page views and visitor 
counts.  

When converting 
from log-based to 
tag systems like 
Omniture, expect a 
10-15% percent 
disparity in total 
page views. This 
disparity should be 
much lower for 
pages deep in the 
site (like order 
pages) and should 
be very low for 
commerce type 
numbers. 
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Glossary 
 
Term Description 
Account or Company The account name corresponding to your Omniture 

contract. It is the name of the company entered upon login. 
Each Company or Account can contain multiple report 
suites and ASI’s. 

ActionSource A SiteCatalyst application that transmits data from 
directly within Flash applications without using 
JavaScript. 

Advanced Segmentation 
Insight (ASI) 

A feature in SiteCatalyst which duplicates the 
SiteCatalyst Report Suite interface based on a defined 
segment of the data. 

Attributes and Classifications Associated with most commonly with Campaigns, 
these are one-to-one associations between a keyed 
variable and other variables, used commonly for 
reporting roll-ups. 

Campaigns A SiteCatalyst mechanism for counting visitors who 
were sourced from a specific marketing effort. It is 
pulled from the landing page URL. Tracks click-
throughs and other metrics over each session and 
over-time.  

ClickMap Browser plug-in that allows users to traverse the site 
and overlay (or see side-by-side) key Omniture 
statistics including link clicks. 

Click-Through In Campaign reporting, a Click-Through is an instance 
where the campaign identifier parameter is present in 
the page URL. Does not correspond to “Visit”. 

Correlations A filtering and cross-tab solution associating two or 
more SiteCatalyst traffic variables (props). 

Custom Insight A SiteCatalyst custom traffic variable, also called a 
prop. 

Custom Variables Also called props, eVars, Custom Insight, or Commerce 
Variables. Variables which are available for custom-
measurement and reporting separate from standard, 
out-of-the-box implementations. 
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Dashboard 1. a consolidated reporting platform in various media. 
2. SiteCatalyst Dashboards refer to an interface 
displaying multiple mini-reports (reportlets) at one 
glance, set up and accessible within SiteCatalyst. 

Dashboard Player A desktop tool which plays the graphs of a specified 
SiteCatalyst dashboard in sequential order as an 
automated slide presentation. 

Data Block In Excel Client, the data block is the array of cells 
populated with SiteCatalyst data. 

Data Warehouse The raw data repository behind both SiteCatalyst and 
Omniture Discover. Data Warehouse Requests refer to 
the method of pulling data directly out of Data 
Warehouse according to reporting and segmentation 
criteria. 

Duplication A term used in reporting, which describes the 
phenomenon where the sum of data-points potentially 
counts visits or uniques more than once. For example, 
the sum of all “visits” in a Most Popular Pages report 
will usually be much greater than the actual visits to 
the website. De-duplication refers to a process which 
eliminates double-counting these metrics. 

eVar A SiteCatalyst custom commerce or conversion 
variable. 

Excel Client An Excel Add-In which allows users to set up data-
feeds from Omniture directly into MS Excel. 

Genesis An Omniture platform for integrating SiteCatalyst and 
third-party online marketing data. 

GeoSegmentation A series of reports in which SiteCatalyst uses the visitor 
IP address to identify the visitor’s physical 
geographical location. 

Global In SiteCatalyst, the Global report suite usually refers to 
a de-duplicated roll-up of multiple report suites. 

Hierarchy Usually based on your directory structure, the 
Hierarchy reports on the views, visits and uniques to 
touch each section of the site. Extremely useful for de-
duping report counts. 

Instances In Commerce reporting, an instance is an identified 
action, such as a click or referral event. 
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Multivariate Testing 
Framework 

A methodology for multivariate testing within 
Omniture that uses statistical methods to minimize the 
number of unique combinations of variable placement 
in order to identify optimal combinations of these 
variables. 

Occurrences In Commerce reporting, an occurrence is an identified 
action, such as a click. 

Omniture Discover A Java-based application, deriving data from the 
Omniture Data Warehouse, in which users can 
instantaneously segment data and run multiple 
reports. 

Page View 1. A single view (page load) of a single page on a 
website. 
2. A single identified action on a website, such as a 
click in a Flash Application, which appears as a “Page 
View” if recorded in a Custom Traffic Variable. 

Pathing Refers to the group of reports associated with 
navigation, site entries and exits, and specific paths 
taken through the site. Can be enabled for all prop 
variables. 

Prop A SiteCatalyst custom traffic variable, also called 
Custom Insight. 

Report Suite The SiteCatalyst reporting unit. Each report suite contains 
its own complete and independent set of reports. 
Uniqueness of visit and visitor is confined to the Report 
Suite. Access to Report Suites can be restricted by 
Administrator Users. 

Report Suite The self-contained SiteCatalyst reporting platform 
specific to a site or group of sites. 

Reportlet Refers to a miniature, abbreviated SiteCatalyst report 
within a SiteCatalyst dashboard. 

Rollup In SiteCatalyst, a rollup refers to the non-de-duplicated 
aggregation of two or more report suites. 

s_code JavaScript The standard name for the universal SiteCatalyst JS file 
invoked on each page-load on the site. It governs all 
standard tracking, usually defines the s_account ID, 
sets various configurations, and contains the 
applicable library of JS plug-ins. 
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SAINT The SiteCatalyst Attribute Importing and Naming Tool. 
It is a feature used to classify, roll-up, or transform one 
variable into others in a one-to-one manner. 

Search Center An Omniture platform for managing and reporting on 
Pay-Per-Click campaigns across multiple Search 
Engines. 

Segment and Segmentation 1. A segment refers to a specific filter imposed on 
SiteCatalyst data. These filters can have multiple rules 
and can be applied to Pages, Visits, or Visitors. The 
process of creating and analyzing segments is called 
Segmentation. 
2. In SiteCatalyst, Segmentation also refers to a group 
of reports within the Traffic reports section, 
specifically, Most Popular Pages, Most Popular Site 
Sections, and Most Popular Servers. 

SiteCatalyst The core Omniture website reporting platform, 
consisting of numerous individual reports with filtering 
and downloading capabilities. 

Subrelations A filtering and cross-tab solution associating two or 
more SiteCatalyst commerce variables (eVars). 

TouchClarity A website behavioral targeting application for 
marketing optimization. 

Uniques Visitors de-duplicated for a specific time-period. 
Specifically, each unique visitor is a persistent cookie 
on a machine, de-duplicated to generate hourly, daily, 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly uniques within 
SiteCatalyst. In Omniture Discover and Data 
Warehouse, the time period for uniqueness is identical 
to the time-frame of the report generated.  

Visit Continuous activity on a website until there has been 
no activity for 30 minutes. 

Visitor A computer holding a persistent Omniture cookie. 
VISTA Visitor Identification, Segmentation and 

Transformation Architecture. It is a method for 
transforming variables using full programming logic.  
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Business goals, 9 
Data collection, 20 
Data Warehouse. See Reporting 
eVar Settings, 49, 55 
Functionalism, 11 
Google Analytics, 4 
Implementation, 21–22 
Omniture Discover. See Reporting 
Page tags, 7, 11, 20 

Accounts, 23 
Campaigns, 43–44, 72, 76 
Channel section, 35 
Custom variables, 39–43 
Downloads, 48 
eCommerce, 36–38, 74 
Flash, 27–30, 73 
Hierarchy, 34, 77 
Link coding, 45–47 
Page name, 30–32, 72 
Page tag strategy, 13, 23–48 
Tag placement, 12, 25 

Pathing, 34, 35, 49, 53, 70, 78 
Quality Assurance, 14, 69–75 

Report filters, 12 
Reporting, 51–68 

Advanced Segment Insights, 59, 64, 76 
Bookmark, 58, 62 
Dashboards, 58, 60, 77 
Data Warehouse, 49, 51, 58, 63, 65, 67, 

70, 77, 78 
Download, 58, 61 
Excel Client, 59, 65–66, 77 
Omniture Discover, 49, 51, 59, 68, 70, 78 

SAINT, 43, 50, 56, 73, 79 
Semphonic, 80 
Site section. See Page tags: Channel section 
Software development life cycle, 7–8 
Subrelations, 50, 56 
Tag Implementation. See Implementation 
Traffic Metrics, 49, 52 
User Acceptance Testing, 13 
Visits, 49, 52 
VISTA, 50, 57, 79 
Visual Science, 4 
Web metrics, 9 
WebTrends, 4 
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Your Thoughts? 
 
We hope that you have found this guide to be useful. We welcome your comments and 
thoughts on how to improve future versions. Please call us at 888.517.2171 or send email to 
jentwistle@semphonic.com. 
 



 

Semphonic is the world’s largest vendor-neutral Web analytics consulting firm, with headquarters in San Francisco 
and offices in Boston, New York, Washington, DC and Portland, OR.  Founded in 1997, the company helps leading 
corporations, government agencies and non-profits achieve measurable improvement in the performance of their 
web channel. Semphonic combines an understanding of your business and online objectives with technical 
expertise to perform strategic planning, implementation, analysis and training engagements. Enterprise-level 
clients include AARP, American Express, National Cancer Institute, Nokia, Genentech and Charles Schwab.  
Semphonic is also the driving force behind the premier web analytics conference, X Change. 

Semphonic's team has expert capabilities in web analytics, marketing, and data integration, as well as years of 
hands-on experience with Omniture, Unica, WebTrends, Google Analytics, Yahoo! Web Analytics and Coremetrics. 
To find out more about our management team, visit: http://www.semphonic.com/AB/ABTeam.aspx 

Services 

• Strategic Planning: Semphonic examines the critical governance, business, technical and organizational 
factors that drive success for creating digital analytics initiatives and programs.  

• Analytics Solution Selection:  Semphonic partners with you to successfully navigate the vendor selection 
process; providing focused guidance on RFP development, vendor evaluation and contract negotiations.  

• Analytics Solution Implementation:  Semphonic executes a comprehensive data capture strategy to 
ensure complete business reporting from Omniture, Google Analytics, Unica, WebTrends, Yahoo! Web 
Analytics and Coremetrics. 

• Data Quality Audit: Semphonic reviews the current state of your analytics implementation to diagnose, 
remedy and optimize data collection issues that impact accuracy and report flexibility.  

• Management Reporting: Semphonic teams with you to create metrics, reports and presentations that 
clearly communicate analysis and results for wise decision-making. 

• Engagement and Conversion Analysis: Semphonic conducts specialized analysis on SEO, SEM, advertising 
and email campaigns, content and navigation to boost visitor engagement and conversion. 

• Visitor Segmentation Analysis:  Semphonic uses your goals requirements for testing, campaigns, and 
cross-selling to determine the best visitor segments to target through a deep analysis of your online and 
offline data. 

• Functional Analysis: Semphonic employs its Functionalism methodology to evaluate how well your site 
enables visitors to complete their tasks.  

• Web Analytics Data Integration: Semphonic draws on its unique experience in data base management, 
data integration, reporting and analysis to develop and implement strategies for integrating web 
analytics data with third parties, such as email marketing, cross-selling platforms for re-marketing 
purposes and voice of customer applications and corporate data warehouses to derive greater 
understanding about visitor behavior. 

• Training: Semphonic develops classroom and mentored instruction programs on all aspects of analytics.  

 

http://www.semphonic.com/AB/ABTeam.aspx�
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